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Solutions soughfflJrJtJi:tll~ween '95 
By Marc Chase · · .· · · , · ,, ·· · · · · ment to the task force include 
Senior Reporter Patrick Smith, Graduate and 
Two students face rnob· actipn charges =~~= SIUC President John Guyon has 
organil.ed a group of students titled 
the Joint Presidential and Mayoral 
Task Force on Halloween, in an 
anempt to elimir.ate chances of a 
destructive Carbondale festival in 
1995, according to student leaders. 
The 1994 Halloween festivitie.~ 
in Carbondale resulted in mob 
action, damaging of local business-
es and Carbondale police reverting 
to the use of mace to disperse a 
rioting crowd. 
By Dem Wavu charges stemming fro in events seaing the date onus preliminary Student Government Yice presi-
Senior Repor1er that took place over Halloween bearing on the same day Anthony dent; Jenny Ruhln,, USG senator 
weekend. J. Rudis, an undecided ftesbman and president pro tempore of the 
Two SJUC s.'udents will be in Marlon PhiJJips; a· senior in from Lockport. is appearing for USG Senate am~-
Jackson County Court Dec. 13, marketing frorii Metropolis,· was Smith said he fciels the task force 
where they will face mob action given a·continuance.Tinusday· . -~_ .... 5. will provide the needeclinput that 
Edwin Sawyer, SIUC Carbondale Mayor Neil DilJanl in ed four members of-iwo SIUC stu-
Undergraduate Student orgapizing the wk force to plan for ~ ~bodies to particl-
was absent in planning for the 1994 
Halloween feslmties. 
. '1t is OID' goal to'Slart in the Dell 
·few weets 1a decide on ·solutions 
Govemment president, said Guyon next year's Halloween festivilieL pale.in the lmk fon:e. 
has worked together with Sawyer said Guyon has appoint- Appoin~ fromSIUdentgovem- -PLANS, pagtS 
U.S. agrees to expand 
world trade agreement 
Newsday 
WASHINGTON - World lead-
ers stopped holding their breath 
Thursday night 
Most of the 124 signatorie.~ had 
waited to vote on GA IT until the 
United States. the world's biggest 
trading power. had agreed to 
expand the Gener.ii Agreement on 
Tariffs and Trade. With U.S. 
approval of the pact. other panici-
pants are expected to quickly fol-
low suit. 
The trade deal is scheduled to 
take effect July I. But nations have 
agreed informally to begin imple-
menting GAIT by Jan. I, which is 
see GATT, page 5 
USG readies book swap 
By Chad Anderson 
Staff~~~rter 
SIUC's Undergraduate Student 
Government is putting the finish-
ing touches on its upcoming text-
book exchange in the Student 
Center's Illinois Room. 
The exchange will happen Dec. 
12 to the 16 between the hours of 
IO am. and 6 p.m. 
USG president Edwin Sawyer 
said the exchange is sponsored by 
Pepsi Cola and Papa John's Pizza. 
"Pepsi is going to give all the 
banners and provide us with free 
soda through the week. Papa 
John's is going to put our fliers on 
their pizza boxes· and a place in· • -,!, 
their full page ad," he said. ' 
Sawyer also said neither sponsor · 
had given any money for advertis-
ing, but Papa John's offered free 
pizza for the workers of the 
exchange. 
USG is also looking for volun-
teers to work a three hour shift dur-
ing the week of finals for the oper-
ation of the book exchange. 
''Workers receivl' a free T-shin 
IN BOOKS, page 5 
Socially conscious 
Michelle Malkln, a senlofln lioclology from Buffalo Grove, hMlds out AIDS remembrance 
ribbons during the noon rush hour at the Studlnt Center. a part or World AIDS Day. 
Helping out were Olher member9 of Gays, Bllexuals, LNblana and FrllndL 
Pure energy: Parade illuminates Carbondale 
Parade 
N 
t 
The parade roule 
begins at the 
inlersection cf dlinois 
Ave. and Grcnl St., 
north on ll"inois Ave. 
to Jadcson St. ID 
Washington St, lhen 
south. 
By Kellie Huttes 
Senior Reporter 
zations will appear and be judged by 
four area judges. 
"Everything will be lighted," she 
South Illinois Avenue will be 
closed at 6 p.m., no parldng will _be 
permitted on the parade route begin-
ning at 3:30 p.m. and starting at 5:30 
p.m., the Carbondale Police 
Department will tow all vehicles 
remaining on the parade route. 
The sights and sounds of Christmas said. "Most floats get the energy for 
will be traveling down South Illinois their lights through generators, bul 
A venue Saturday night as the fourth some people get real creative, espe-
annual Lights Fantastic Parade begins cially the bands, and light their instru-
to coax spectators into the holiday ments and carry batteries to keep 
spirit them going." .. LIGHTS, IJa9I 5 
The parade, which begins at 6:30 Floats will be ju~ged at S p._m., G11&. Bod_ . •- .. -~ 
p.m .• will travel up Grand Avenue. while·bands, vehicles and pedestrian ·· 
down the Strip and end at the town entries will be judged during the 
square, on the corner of South Illinois paailde, she said. 
and Jackson. . · 1n conjunction with the parade, - ·. · 
Diane Dorsey, coonlinator of the there is a windowdccorating contest c,- · .,. · ., .. '-~~~~~ ~~~ -i,;~',;\/ 
attraction because it is a free family from 1-S p.m. Sunday. 
~~==1::=: Camooda1e spZc~o~u'o/,~~= Gus_-.~~.~= 
More than 40 lighted floats, seven Shopping Center and University Mall nlntUo ._. a lal .. ... ,. , .. . . , 
_marching bands and v~ous_organi- '":t(),~~,~~~,P~,,",:'-.::·• 0 .,~J.:..,.,;_,;,.L;,.~-,?"'-."'-:"":,:(',,,\; 
Blue Meanies, The Urge 
make appearnces in 
Carbondale 
-Slory on page 10 
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ON YOUR WAYTOTIJE· 
FESTNAL OF LIGHTS PARM>E 
stop by 
UNIVERSITY BAPTIST CHURCH 
700 SOUTH OAKLAND 
ENJOY A CUP Of' HOT CHOCOLATE 
AND 
VIEW OUR L1W NATMIY IN THE fRONT IAWJ'i 
_.·,,.- ·"' . 
A. ~~~~GE • Relaxing ,nl  . • BaMCI on the pmdpla of Traditional Orimtal Medicine • Rebilenca the GW'9',' Bow of the ~ • Enhanca the~•• own nallnl healing abfty. 
........... ~ ............... 
Lelgh WoH (618) 457-7454 
,,
SMOKERS 
Be Paid For 
1. Resean:h Participati~ or 
2. Quit Smoking Research 
Call sruc Smokmgc.ation Pmgram between 10am & 5pm 
6'-3561 ~3527 .·· 
BOWLING~ 
BIL-LIARDS 
ACU-1 Bowling Qnallfler 
Saturday, December 3, 1:30pm-6pm 
Finals: Sunday, December 4, I:30pm-6pm 
Regional Tournament will be held 
February 24-26 at ilinois State University. 
For More Info call 453-2803 
o.c..,-c-: 
Jetr•54~93 
-n,,,,-· It SIMOO!> 
Pllrict It 457-8085 
fun~" 
trom$439 
trom$ll9 
a 
120N.l'Uol05t.lla:a Nf14850 
follrllel~ 
Scheduling an event 
this spring for your 
registered student 
.organization? 
Beginning Monday, December 5, 
- 1994, ttiii Student Center 
Scheduling/ Catering Office will 
take RS0 requests to reserve 
meeting spaces and solicitation 
tables for Spring Semester. 
Requests must be made in 
person by.autho~d scheduling 
officers at the Scheduling/ 
Catering Office on the 2nd floor of 
the Student Center. 
~Ne\Vs\Vrap 
BERLUSCONI AVERTS LABOR STRIKE IN ITALY -
·Ro~iawm Prune Minister Silvio Bcdusconi backed awa . from the 
brink ~y;tempering economic austerity with billion-&llar con-
~ and persuading labor unions to sa-ap a nationwide general strike 
scfmded fmFrlday. ~mdiedin aJ11111111hoo 21-bour~-
semon with the tine main unioos gives 1Ralhing spice to tbe'6eleagoered 
Beduscm, whose right-wing coalitioo government now looks safe in the 
!ihmt lenD after a pa:arious wra. The accord followed a decision by Ber-
lusconi's mm llalia movem:nt and its coalition patners to stay togedlc:r at 
lea!it tbrougb die ml of lhe year. Bedusconi Im also lowered political tem-
pe:ames wilb cmci1ialOly gesrmes to Millll ~ :investigaiing him 
fir pm bn'bes ID tu police by bis S7 billion-a-yr.a- busineu and media em-pe, FininvesL _ 
HAmAN PRESIDENT KEEPS LID ON VIOLENCE -
PORT-AU-PRINCE, Haili-President Jean-Bertrand Aristide, who spent 
years working in the slums of lhis capital and made his name championing 
the poor, spends much of his time these days at the National Palace hosting 
tbe wealthy who backed the brutal coop that threw him out of office. 
Many me and in the United States bad expressed fears that Aristide wouJd 
call fm ~veoge. or at least tolerate acts of veugeaoce by bis followm, for 
the IJloody coup that ovedhrew him Sept 30, 19'11. But no wl>olewe ven-
geance bas been sougbL Except for a handful of killings of suspected para-
military thugs by angry mobs in the days immediately after 20,000 U.S. 
troops arrived me Sept 19, the violence has been minimal. 
nation 
CITY OWES RESIDENTS FOR OVERPAID FINES -
NEW YORK-The Padc:ing Violations Bureau has New York Oty resi-
dents' money- $18 million wOltb. Millions in overpaid parking fines are 
sitting in the bureau's bank accounts, seven months after New York News-
day reported the bureau owed tens of thousands of motorists money that it 
had no right to keep. Officials say retmning the money to motorists is one of 
the agency's top priorilies, and that they are finally keeping pace in refund-
ing newly disco•ered oveipayments. But in getting the old refunds back in 
the hands of their rightful owners, the bureau is, in some cases, 10 years be-
hind. 1be bureau makes just one attempt, al the most. to notify a motorist 
who bas overpaid. Most overpayments occur for one of two n:"$005: Cliecks 
and dwming nocices aoss in the mail so people pay twice, or summooses al-
ready paid are dismissed OD appeal. 
EPA TO CONTROL STATE'S POLLUTION PERMrTS-
WASIDNGIUN-Fnviromnmtal Protectioo Agency officials said Wednes-
day they will cut off Virginia's authority to issue air pollutioo permits for 
incinerators, factories and power plants because the state does not let the 
public challenge the permits in court. EPA's IIDDOUIICement that it will take 
over the stile's air pollution program in a Y"8J' also couJd cost Virginia mil-
lions of dollars in federal transJK>nation money, which finances every-
thing from highway projects to the Metro system. The actioo is EPA's har-
shest yet against any state permit program. The administtalion ofVuginia 
Gov. George Allen, which_ is figbling EPA on other air pollution issues, said 
it would cbailenge the agency's ruling through an administrative appeal, in 
the courts or by going to~ new RepublicmKODlrolled ~~ 
-from ll:llly Egypllan wire NrVlces 
Accuracy Desk 
If readers spot an error in a news article: they can contact the· Daily 
Egyptian Accuracy Desk at 536-3311, extension 233 or 22.8. 
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We all shine on 
Pine away: C1Ub 
se11s evergreens 
By Diane Dove 
Staff Reporter 
Some of the needles may fall off 
the scotch pine Christmas trees 
being sold at McAndrew Stadium 
through Tuesday, but SIUC For-
eslly Club secretary Kim Smelt7.er 
said the trees give off a pine-fresh 
aroma. 
"It wiJI make your house smell 
pretty nice." she said. 
Though many people assume use 
of artificial trees is more environ-
"These trees are all 
from tree farms, so 
it's not like going into 
the forest and cutting 
down trees." 
- Mandy Kersten 
mentally friendly, Smelt7.er said that Christmas," he said. 
is a misconceplion; It is also imponant to make sure 
"With reaJ Christmas trees a tree lights are in working order, Gipson 
is.ail down, but you can grow a new , • said . . . , .. 
·lice and you can use the old Christ- Adding hot water helps tiring out 
mas trees for Caip beds," she said the pine smell, but many people also 
Mandy Kemen, treasurer of the add aspirin or sug;u- to the water to 
forestry club, said using real Christ- help preserve the me, he said 
mas trees encourages planting of Kersten said the trees, which cost 
new trees. $3 a foot for tmes shorter than 8 feet 
"These trees are all from tree high and $5 a foot for trees taller 
farms, so it's not like going into the than 8 feet, range fr:>m 3 to 14 feet 
forest and cutting down trees," she tall. 
said. The sale takes place from nooo to 
Though the trees are more flam. 10 p.m. on weekdays and 8 a.m. to 
mable than adificial IRa, Gn:g Gip- 10 p.m.-tbis weekend, Kersten said. 
Petirose Alfanso of Carbont'ale, an employee of Ten Bears Auto, located at 601 S. 
Illinois Ave., takes advantage,of the unseasonably warm weather to wax one of the 
automobiles for sale on the lot Thursday afternoon. 
son, graduate student in forestry, Leftover trees will be donated to 
said keeping the tree in a bowl of local churches, nursing homes and 
Waler prevents it from drying up and ocher oipni7.alions, she said. 
minimizes the risk of fire. For more information, or to have a 
'1f you water it every day, it won't tree delivered, call the Foresby De-
start getting dry until long after partment at 453-3341. 
Officials discuss Kinkaid Lake development 
:~~!:r1:u1,er Project to balance public, private interests, funds no gas stations or trailer parlcs would be built by the lake. 
'This is the type of place I would 
love to own a home at." he said Local officials say despite opposi-
tion. private development on the 
public land surrounding Lake Kin-
kaid is not only justified. but a good 
idea. 
Bob Chapman. manager of Reeds 
Creek Conservancy District. said 
opposition lo the construction of 
400 private homes. a golf course. 
lodge. marina and condominium is 
to be expected. 
"A lot of people don't want 
change," he said. "I am a firm belie-
ver that we need to promote tourism 
in this area, and this is a unique op-
ponunity. the first operation of its 
kind." 
However, Ed Bottom. conservan-
cy board member, said the develop-
ment may be an opponunity for the 
contractor to take advantage of the 
conservacy district. 
"One of the things that bothers me 
is that the developers could leave 
English department to unveil 
computer lab next semester 
By David Vingren 
Stall Reporter 
A new high-tech computer pro-
gram aimed at helping students 
improve their writing is the fea-
ture of a new computer labora-
tory to open next semester. 
English students will have 
access to Aspect. a computer pro-
gram that allows more than one 
person to write on the same doc-
ument at·once. when the labora-
tory opens next spring in Room 
2463 in Faner Hall. 
Twenty-three new Power Mac-
intosh 6100 computers will run 
the Aspect program. 
'The program enables a true 
collaboration which promotes 
better writing," Lynn Easterling, 
an English teaching assistant and 
supervisor of Computer Compo-
sition Instruction, who designed 
and developed the lab, said. 
"We're hoping it will produce 
better writing ... 
Aspect is the first simulta-
neous conference software that 
can be used on the Macintosh. 
"I'm very excited about the 
conference capacity that this 
software will provide our writ-
ing students," Easterling said. 
'Three or more different stu-
dents can write on the same doc-
ument at the same time," she 
said. "llw's the thing that is very 
unique from any other computer 
on campus." 
The computers, which will run 
the Microsoft Word 6.0 prog-
ram. are arranged in clusters to 
enable students to conference and 
work with the same document. 
"It's state of the an in terms of 
technology and software," John 
Jackson, Dean of the College of 
Liberal Arts, said. "We've got 
the newest machinery that is 
available." 
The program also will help pro-
fessors teach students to improve 
their writing. 
"This program will help pro-
fessors interact with the stud-
ents," Jackson said 
"It can be used more as a tuto-
rial." 
The lab, which also will cany 
four new LaserWriter Pro 630 
printers, is restricted to students in 
English courses, with preference 
given to those in composition 
classes. 
The room will be used pri-
marily as a cwsroom ·during the 
day and will be open to English 
students at night. 
Jackson said the total cost of 
the equipment is approximately 
$40,000. 
whenever they want, which could 
leave us with a bunch of private . 
homes on our public land," he said. 
'The law says the developers must 
develop 50% of the land for public 
use, but they could step out without 
doing this." 
Chapman said the public use re-
ferred to could be simply non-devel-
oped land to be used for hunting or 
hiking, and that the golf course, mar-
ina. and lodge and condominiums 
also qualified as "public develop-
ment." . 
''The 50% public facilities the dev-
elopment will provide will include 
hunting trails and the forests," he 
said "The public will also be free to 
use the golf course, marina, lodge 
and condominiums." 
ClJapinan said although under this 
definition even a mall could be con-
sidered a public facility, the conser-
vancy district would make sure that 
Holly Harris, representative of 
the SIUC Student Environmental 
Center, said this type of develop-
ment by a government district on 
public land was ''wrong." 
.. This land was purchased by the 
government from people who had 
lived there all theiruves, to be a wild-
life area." she said '7o tum around 
- KINKAID, page& 
Friendly skies: Aviation students 
gain experience from internships 
By Benjamin Golshahr 
Staff Reporter 
Tumuieson said be hopes to be a 
UIAl.0•11.0 got a good pilot for Delta someday and this 
rt'b' n, intem.wp is a valuable step in that 
When SIUC President John Guy- f t di t If din:ction. 
on signed a written internship agree- group O · S U en S. Another benefit of the Delta in-
ment with Delta Airlines Oct. 21, we get people again temsbip program is that interns are 
SIUC's aviation scfioo1 became the of •ne caliber of •IJls guaranteed an interview with the 
only one in the United States that 11 11 '' cothempany if they apply for a job in 
has internship programs with two first group (Of interns,} ~ future. 
major airlines. Ray Justinic, ~ Human Factors 
In addition to the new Delta pact, it will definitely be a coordinator for Delta Airlines in 
the aviation school has bad an in- gli""'"'ing p'linn'liaffl. " Atlanta, said Delta receives around 
temsbip agreement with United Air- vm "'::I 2,500applicalions for each position 
lines since 1987 - arrangements that comes available. Out of those, 
which give students the opportun- only 100 to 150 applicants are gran-
ity to gain valuable practical exper- -Ray Justinic ted an interview. 
ience with major commercial air- •••-!11111•••••- He said internships allow Delta 
lines. to ·see the mails of 1be individuals 
David Newmyu, chairman of dents are inlaning with Delta Air- before they become employees. 
SIUC's department of aviation flight lines 1his semesa lwo 1R at Della's "We loot for the same qvalifi-
and management, said the Delta in- headquartas, localed in Atlanla, oae calioos in an inlem 1h11 we Wlllt in 
temship. coupled with SIUC's ape- is in &ston and anodJer is in Salt a pilot," tie said · 
meot with United Airlines, enhan- LakeCity. "'lbeyleil:nthebusines.,ofDdla. 
ces SJUC's aviation program. Jim Tumu.Jeson, seniOI' in avia- They ·ge1 an idea of~ it's JaDy 
"Ithelpstoshowthequalityofour tion management and ffigbt from lklfdley~agoodnmd•• 
program if DeJta and United are al- Buda, is inaning in the Hmnan Fae- !11~ !l:s ~ceij ·a .. plus-fldor :::~ ;:~~~~ = ::a and Cnef Pilot's Office in At- ~.::~~=~~·aane-
instructors and the students we have He said ms intermbip is eaching ster froiii sruc uve~'iroltid out 
here." him about the real wmld. . well and be is., ialici-
Newmyer said the internship "Whmlfinigotbr:eitwmover- ~themiieriuppl~rorneu 
~m.;;'=~ .ri;:=~~•s!': to learn a lot ;;;;~~~ 
Students get bands-on work. ex- '"llie. peop1e ~ hele are VCI)' . _ ,ne w got~ ~-P,JIIP 
perience while earning college ere- profCSS1onal.....;, they've really taken dents;" be said:, · · · : " ' · · 
dits, and the airlines get to knoiv" me'wmtheir'Wing. Delta is a com- • "'lhve· get peopte:agam of the 
them. · •panythatreallytates care of its em- caliber of this.fust:groilp;it,will 
• • Cum:ntl)l.four.SIUC a~-~&-.P.l.Pl'.~.': ....... H ••• ~~~ ~ ...... ~!Y. !•f!-.~-~':. 
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Subpoena resolved: 
Some issues remain 
WHILE THE CONFLICT OVER THE REQUEST 
for of the Daily Egyptian 's photos by Carbondale police has 
been settled, there remain some issues to be resolved for any 
similar types of situations in the future. 
The subpoena for photos crune as a result of the Jackson 
County State's Attorney and Carbondale police department's 
investigation of criminal acts committed Halloween 
weekend. Police were searching (and still are) for 
individuals involved in cases of everything from destruction 
of property to public urination. What police wanted to do 
was look at all of the DE's taken by DE photographers and 
staffers. The Daily Egyptian ·s position was that by turning 
over all of it,; photos the p<.'':ce would be able to search for 
crimes that they had no prior knowledge of. Besides being 
unconstitutional under First Amendment protections specific 
to the media, the DE also felt the police requests to be 
unreasonable for two primary reasons. 
First, by using the DE's photographs to look for 
previously unknown crimes the newspaper would become 
part of the law enforcement system. Secondly, if future 
subjects of DE photos knew that photos had been used for 
such purposes the safety of photugraphers could be 
jeopardized. In addition, the above situation could also 
create a reiuctance for people to submit to be photographed 
by DE staff. 
THE POLICE HAVE SINCE WITHDRAWN THEIR 
original subpoena and the situation has been reso:ved to 
the satisfaction of both sides. 
However, the negotiations and conflict surrounding the 
subpoena have raised some other significant questions that 
have yet to be answered. According to the DE policy 
statement for its supervisory board, one of the board's 
general aims is "To provide a means of over-all 
supervision of the newspaper that will at once remove it 
from direct control of college or university administration, 
or the student governing body or the trustees ... " What this 
boils down to is that the DE is supposed to remain a 
basically separate entity from the university and the 
administration. But. it is University Legal Counsel that 
represents and represented the DE . and the DE is 
prohibited from seeking outside counsel if the need arises. 
If a conflict of opinion developed between the paper and 
administration or president (to whom legal counsel 
directly answers) the DE would. in effect. be left without 
legal representation. 
Another question is financial obi igations and the 
influence they carry. Currently, the University pays for 
the DE's libel insurance and utilities. This raises the 
question (as has been done in the past with college papers) 
as to who has the ultimate say in what the DE can and 
cannot do. In the past the courts have generally sided with 
the students in that they are the actual ones who make the 
calls concerning paper content. But. it is still very vague 
as to what to do when non-content issues, such as whether 
to tum over property such as photos. are concerned. 
TH.E D E WAS FORTUNATE THAT IT 
ultimately had the full support of President Guyon and 
University Legal Counsel. But. the ioomi.ng question is, If 
there had been disagreement on what course of action to 
take. would the DE have been left to fend for itself? This 
is a question that needs-an answer before the next 
subpoena is served. 
Letters to the Editor 
Missions needed to keep peace 
As a veteran, I feel compelled to 
defend the U.S. military against the 
questionable ideas and rhetoric 
expressed in the letter by Ruth 
Woodring (11/30/94). It "aroused a 
lot of emotion in me" as well. 
In the Gulf War, the U.S. and 
her allies intervened to stop and 
then reverse the aggression of 
Saddam Hussein. He's the guy who 
ordered the invasion of Kuwait. 
and then allowed his troops to "'be 
all they could be" by killing. 
raping. and robbing innocent 
Kuwaiti civilians. 
Unfortunately. many Iraqi 
soldiers were killed in the 
liberation of Kuwait. This is the 
price of violent aggression. 
Since then. the U.S. has 
intervened in Somalia and Haiti in 
an attempt 10 stop the locals from 
killing each other. Before that, we 
intervened in Panama and Grenada 
(to overthrow corrupt dictators) 
and in Lebanon (again to prevent 
the locals from killing each other). 
It is difficult to see how. in the last 
20 years, these missions benefited 
"large U.S. corporations" or ""rich 
whites." 
The purpose of a city fire 
department is not so much to put 
out fires as to prevent them from 
spreading and destroying the entire 
city. Similarly with our military. By 
fighting "small " wars "over there." 
and intervening in humanitarian 
and peacekeeping missions. they 
strive to prevent the spread of wars. 
Just a~ waiting until a fire breaks 
out lo organize and train a fire 
department means the city bums 
down, waiting until you're being 
directly attacked to build a military 
means longer and bloodier wars. 
That is what is meant by the 
phrase "to secure the ideals of 
democracy:· By preventing wars.or 
keeping them small. controllable. 
and "over there:· our people arc 
free to do a~ they like. Even if it 
means writing letters critical of the 
government or the military. an 
activity ,:onsidered suicidal in 
many countrie.~. 
-Chris Gerrib, graduate 
student, CODA 
DE, band review criticized for errors 
No wonder the DE printed Ms. 
Macys· article ( 11/14/94) on the 
.. Battle of the Bands .. with six 
factual errors! Although the DE 
has the right to edit letters 10 the 
editor. I was very upset 10 find that 
my letter. printed on I I /29/94. 
contained 4 errors when compared 
to my original submission. For 
example. my original statement of 
'" ... when bands competed from 
cities .. :· was changed by the DE 
into " ... when bands competes 
from cities .. :· which is 
grammatically incorrect. The DE 
created several typographical and 
grammatical errors from my 
original letter which readers 
attribute to my neglect when in fact 
they were due to the DE's 
carelessness. When the DE printed 
my letter with my name on ,1. I 
expected it to contain a~ many of 
my exact words as possible. 
Professionalism demands accurate 
reporting. so please edit more 
carefully. 
-Teresa Curry, senior, business 
management 
Family appreciates community, fraternity 
On behalf of my fan1ily. I would 
like to extend my most sincere 
appreciation to David Shaw, Iota 
Phi Theta Fraternity. Inc. and 
members of the SIUC Inter-Greek 
Council for their effort and 
contribution to the .. Help the 
Children .. fund. The November 
12th fund-raiser. initiated by Mr. 
Shaw. was developed to help 
alleviate remaining funeral cost~ for 
seven of the eight dear children that 
lost their lives in a Carbondale 
house fire on Sunday. August 14. 
1994. Four of those eight lives lost 
so tragically. were my cousins. Ifs 
hard to put such a devastating 
experience behind us when we are 
constantly reminded by lingering 
funeral cosL~. Contrary to rumor, the 
Illinois Department of Public Aid 
did not pay for the burial of the 
children. and although the City of 
Carbondale let the community 
believe that the grave sites were 
donated. we still received a balance 
due statement for them. 
I have been an active Greek 
member of SJUC for almost seven 
years. including scrYing as graduate 
advisor to the Pan-Hellenic 
Council. I have alwavs known the 
commitment of · Greeks to 
community service. 
I am especially grateful for this 
ac! of service to the community and 
the community·s sen•icc to our 
family. Thank you 10 everyone that 
has supported us. even still, in this 
time of need. 
-Zenetta E. l\lcDaniel, Zeta Phi 
Beta, graduate student, work 
force education and development 
A:You 
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GATT,from 
page1---_ 
one reason the Clinton ad-
ministration wanted Con-
gress to vote on the agree-
ment before the end of lbe 
year. 
The sweeping accord will 
cut tariffs Oll_about 85 per-
a:Dl of wodd trade and lead 
to elimination of virtnally all 
tradequcm. 
Most tariffs will 
decline over five 
years, while tar-
iffs in some sen-
sitive areas, such 
as textiles, will be 
phased in over 
the next decade. 
Not all tariffs will be cut 
immediately, however. 
Most tariffs will decline 
over five years, while tariffs 
in some sensitive areas, such 
a<; textiles, will be plwed in 
over the next decade. 
Under the agreement, a new 
entity called the Wodd 'Ii"ade 
Organi7.ation will replKe ad-
hoc trading arrangements 
that have shaped global trade 
policy since World Warn. 
The organization will have 
significantly strengthened 
powers to mediate trade dis-
putes between nations. 
It also will provide a per-
manent forum for negotiating 
further m,eralization of trade. 
The U.S. legislation imple-
menting GATI contained 
numerous provisions to help 
make up about $12 billion in 
rariff revenue that will be lost 
during the agreement's first 
five years. 
Many of those provisions 
involve technical changes to 
cax withholding laws or 
accelerate the collection of 
a:nain excise taxes. 
But the legislation also in-
cludes an overhaul of the Pen-
sion Beoefit Guaranty Corp .• 
resulting in a projected sav-
ings of about $1 billion, and 
a settlement of a dispute with 
pioneeers of new wireless 
technology that requires 
several telecommunications 
entrepreneurs to pay for 
licenses they previously 
received for free. 
, Calendar 
TODAY 
GLBF will hold a Variety Show 
Fund Raiser at 9:30 p.m. at Club 
Paradise. For details call Marshall at 
453-8360. 
SPANISH TABLE will have a 
spanish poerry reading from 4 to 6 
p.m. at Cafe Melange. For details 
call Maria ar 453-5425. 
THE STAGE CO. will present 
'The House of Blue Leaves" at 8 
p.m. at the Stage Co. 
SOUTHERN ILL. Repertory 
Dance Theater will hold its Fall 
Concert at 8 p.m. in Furr 
Auditorium. Tickets are $3 adults 
and $1.50 for Children 12 aI1CI under. 
PLANS, from paget 
for next year lo prevent what 
happened this year at Halloween 
time," Smith said 
"As students, we (the student 
appointees) hope to. bring a 
perspective to the JUDDini"diat was 
lacking in the City Council this 
:year." 
Smith said the mishaps that 
resulted in this year's Halloween 
festivities were a series of bad 
decisions made by council 
members and students alike. 
"I tbink tbm: wr:ie a whole lot of 
things that led to the Halloween 
disaster," Smith li8id 
"It was a combination of poor 
planning on the part of the City 
Council as well as bad decisions 
made by students that led to-the 
crummy . experience 
witnessed this ye&" 
Smith said be is not clear whit.: 
options the 'task force · wiJI · 
formilJate for next year, but be said -
lie will begin ..• seeking . 
recommendations from·GPSC · 
members when 1be fun:ie begins to . 
meet. 
Guyon was unavailable for 
comment Thursday, and Guyon's 
secretary, Linda Cook, said the 
pmsidmt was not c:ommenting on 
the specific purpose of the 
commillee because it hid just been 
formed and bas not yet bad a 
cblmce to formally meet. 
Dillard was at a conference in 
~~~..!11~ and 
• :lllll'f-•ffi 
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Japanese Bible Study ~-
arraignment. . 
Phillips is charged with ail'binaJ 
damage to property and mob action. 
Both of these charges are aim IV 
felonies punishable by up to three 
years in prison, but probation is an 
option. 
Amanda Robenson, Jackson 
County assistant state's attorney, 
said if Phillips is found guilty, the 
senteooes be seeks couJd be served 
consecutively, but in mosl 
situations they are not. 
Rudis is also charged with mob 
action and disorderly conduct, but 
both of these are Class C 
misdemeanors punishable by 30 
days in the.county jail or probation. 
.!°~~-:u~~ r· .. ··········-r·········•·-, 
~~J:toesmlheiipm, ·Sunday Buffet CJ tiC:IJ I 
Both also faa: possible sanctions · · I 
by the University and must go Get One Buffet I 
through the judicial afl'airs process. 1 Topp·ng 
Ph'Uips said be bas been in Half Price I 
contact with University officials, with pur-1a--. of $8 99 
but has not yet participated in the "'- • 
facts.finding confemJCe. Regular Price Buffet (carry out only) 
Richard Hayes, coordinator for for 
student judicial affairs, said $3·.99 up to 4 Toppings 
regardless of the courtroom $l 0.99 verdicts, both sludents can 5lill be 
sanctiooed by the Univasity. . 011irp11:---:....----
P I / 7 f'< 
BOOKS, from page 1 
~• °R\" and free piu.a and soda," Sawyer said 
Duane Sherman, USO senator 
for the College of Technical 
Careers and book exchange 
coordinator, said the onJy way the 
exchange can be successful is 
lhrougb student participation. 
"If we don't have the student 
support, we won't have the books 
for the exchange," be said 
Sbennan and Sawyer both said a 
variety of promotions will be 
offered in an effort to attract 
students to the exchange. 
"We will be giving out free 
copies of1be Mirror (the professor 
and course evaluation publication), 
and randomiy giving out T-shirts to 
students," Sawyer said. "We deci-
ded to stop selling it (Ille Mirror) 
because we need to provide a ser-
vice to the students and by selling 
it, we're not providing that service." 
Sherman said a raffle will award 
priz.es to students wllo participate 
in the exchange. 
"We will be giving away a free 
semester's worth of books in a 
raffle,., be said 
''It'll be all the books they need, 
based OD their spring scbedule. If . 
we can't find them (through the 
exchange), we'll buy them from the 
bookstore." 
Sherman said the reason for the 
promotions is to get people to the 
exchange. 
USG is putting the finishing 
touches on the exchange, and 
looking for people to volunteer 
during the week of finals for three 
hour shifts. A training session for 
the operation of equipment will be 
held in the Student Center Video 
lounge at 7 p.m. Dec. 5. Anyone 
interested in volunteering should 
contact USG at 536-3381. 
LIGHTS, from page 1-----
1be following traffic plan will be in 
effect beginning at 6 p.m. 
• Grand Avenue between Wall 
Street will be closed to all traffic 
between 3 and 6 p.m 
• Traffic on E. Walnut Street will 
be detoured at University Avenue. 
SOUTIIERN BAPTIST Student 
Ministries will bold " What in the 
World is God Doing" at 7 p.m. at lhe 
NW Annex Auditorium. For details 
call Phil at 457-2898. 
ASSOCIATED ARTISTS Gallery 
will have a holiday members show 
and sale from 6 to 8 p.m. at 213 s. 
Illinois. For details call Judy at 549-
2.491. 
IDLLEL will bold a OIANUKAH 
potluck at 6 p.m. at Temple Beth 
Jacob. For details call Heather at 
457-8176. 
RUsmAN CLUB will bold a talk 
on the "Nationalities Question" by 
Ted Weeks at 4p.m. in Faner 2114. 
For details call 453-5428. 
SATIJRDAY 
HILLEL meets for a Bagel Brunch 
• Traffic on West Main Street 
will be detoured at Wall Stteet. 
• Northbound Ulinois Avenue 
traffic will be detoured at Pleasant 
Hill Road 
• Southbound University Avenue 
will remain open to traffic. 
at 0000 at 613 Em For details call 
Heather at457-8176. 
AMERICAN MARKET ASSN. 
will bold its fall awards banquet, 
Drinks 6:30p.m., Dinner 7:30 p.m. 
and awards 8:30p.m. at Patty's 
(Inside Detows). Cal] 453-5354. 
SUNDAY 
UNA-USA (Cmbondale Branch) 
will hold a potluck at 5:30 at 
Epiphany Lutheran Church of all 
Saints, 1501 W. Ciautaqua. 
CALENDAR POLICY - Tllo dudllac for 
~.::.,~1:...1,::., ... -~ 
wrtum IIDd masl llidale 1lme, dale, p'-, 
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Serb position seems stronger tll@o~exer~ 
Bosnian-Serbs 
poised to take 
Bihac pocket 
Toe Washini,on Post 
tough with them.~, said_ Jovan ready to, talk about other things ear-
Zami!tica, an,adviser, to Radovan lier. but.the intemaDona1 commllDi• 
Karadzict leader ~M~. ~osniao·-· ti: ~sii~t its chance." 
Sedls. ''Weknm\i~.tooothat.1 . Serb,officials have often said 
The nxe ~ po8lme was . iiiey'ieared a U.N. pullout because 
evident Wednesday when Karadzic. it could me NATO to hit hard at 
the psychiatrist turned •nationaltst ··· &lb targets, foUowing dlrougb. on 
leader, refused to meet the world•s its threat to use airs1rites to p:ocect 
top diplomat. snubbing U.N. Muslim-held "safe areas~ such as 
. Secretary Gen~r~. Boutr_9_s,.,_.su~evo,and·Bihac. When the 
SARAJEVO, B0s01a- Boutros-Gbali Tli!lf~~.~.,;Seit,a anicted•Bibai: 10 days ago. :=~:xi~~~ gunmen crossed tnto Croatia~',~. NATO;respondeit with limited 
Their enemies, forces of the ~rc!:sen~~=-,-~~lll-~~didnotSU,,-
Muslim-led Bosnian government, hostages in easiiiii :Bosnia but stii.I _, __ "J?on ~  ~ If you bit°! 
had just punched out of the north- hold nxe than 450 U.N. soldiers.- agam, 1t JDean~ all-out war, 
~!!:: =~ ~ = U.N. officials=~:t!ie Selbs, w~ ·-· <~:~ 
the first Serb-L-ld town si·nce the occupy 70 percent of Bosma.; 
..., appear to be~ in the nooon · 
war began. NAlO and the United of an alliance with the Croatian 
Nations had agreed on a more Serbs, who bold 27· percent of . 
robust IJSe of airstrikes to p:mish Croatia 1bose who favor this route , 
~e Serdbsb. Athc~ pp ling he~
1 
baralgl o would like the resulting confedera-. 
1mpo~e y ~ir erstw I e y, tion recognized as an independent 
Se_rb1an _ President Slobodan _ state, U.N. officials say. 
~llosey1c, bad prompted talk of • · And for the lint time, according 
nnpending doom. . to these officials, the Bosnian Serbs 
Now, however,_ tl_ie SeJbs seem to seem willing to see the U.N. peace-
~l~~riJTI~r:r iJ!:Se~~ keeping mission pack its bags and 
ba.:ked off_their threats, and Serb go:'We have always wanted peace 
troops-:--~1th abu!1dant fuel ~nd but, of axm;e, it must be an endur-
new nussde battenes-are poised • " "d N"· I K 1· · 
to slice the Bibac pocket in half. mg one, 881 , ... o a O ~evtc, a 
The major powers have hinted they S~ scb6lar who serves as 
will accept modifications to a u.N.• vice ,;,resident of the ~~If-styled 
sµon!'Ored peace plan-=-.modifica- Bosman Serb state. We were 
tions that would ben-efit the 
Serbs-if ooly the Serbs will sign. 
The Serbs' return to offensive 
actions on the battlefield after a 
break of six months has been 
accompanied by an important polit-
ical shift-and a hardening of their 
position. 
The Scent e1 Green Papaya• 
"If !he international community 
gets tough with us, we wiU get 
KINKAID, 
from page3 I 11•111 ·II,. 
(V-,1993) 
Sun. &. Mon., Dec. .f &. S 
7:00 119:30 pm 
Saiderl!Qiur-Aidrn,a 
AdnissiJn $1.00 
•fustnraiuiilliEn,mliSnm 
and give it to rich people to devel- 1,_,Nl-llalf •--- gciJ.~ 
op is not right" --•• 
Lake Kinkaid was built in the 711 II. ~ · ,; 
mid 1960's by the lllinoi"s l'I p . . 
Department of Transportalion. The -. • • · · · · 
land around the lake is owned by • .. 1111 4' 
the l.D.O.T., but the Reeds Creek • .,.... ~< 
rWYW 
-· 
~. 
....... 111 .,..._ 
Con.servancy District bas the option ... ~
to buy the land, which they wiU 
.., .•. 
exercise for the development Fumitihed • UtiliUa Pal • Free c.Ye"'TV • lan!ry Faa1ilia • 
project. Phone Hoalailt • 5-le,Qinbacb. ~ ....... 
Chapman said this is a unique ._ ____ ...;.:; ~::,,.Now__,,_fDr_,_.:;=::a,:lem:;;;;;;.•=allci::.-;;;•;... ____ ., 
situation because the development 
is entirely funded by private 
money. 
1be money to purchase the land 
will be supplied by Taylor 
Investments of Minneapolis, who 
for the $530 per acre purchase 
rrice, will be granted a 50 year 
lease. 
Harris said the Student 
Environmental Center'ii3 concerned 
that the ecosy:;tem around Lake 
Kinkaid will be harmed by the 
development, which will occupy 
much of the nonb shore of the lake. 
"A recent U.S. Forest Service 
environmental assessment found 
endangered species such &:: the 
Bald Eagle, the bobcat and the 
Red-Shouldered Hawk in the 
area, tt she said. 
Cliapman said he bad frequently 
visited Lake Kinkaid, and bad not 
seen any Bald Eagles nesting in the 
area to be developed. 
Harris said the Bald Eagle bas a 
wide range, and could easily be in 
the mca. 
Jim Chambers, Murphysboro 
city clerk, said from the town's 
point of view, the development was 
welcome. 
"We have no industry, so any-
thing extra is good," he said. "If it 
brings in jobs, we like it'.' 
Harris said it was important for 
area residerats not to let the actions 
of the conservancy district go 
unchallenged. 
"It's still public land," she,5!1!d. 
"It isn't too late to stop thls, 'not' 
until the last house is buil L" 
·o,noe Barn 
Gllr's ... 1t12-FRED1s silNl 1961 
If you only come to Frep'itbu! _orice a year it 
should be this Saturday .. That's all you need to 
know. Anyone who knows anything knows that 
when Ken comes to town, it's a party. It reminds 
us of Halloween or Springfest, in the old days, 
when it was fun. Just put a roof ove:- it, and 
you've got Ken Carlyle at Fred's. 
i.\~;,\ ~ 
~----t.. """-,f _j__~~ . 
/ .,;;_-- ..... >--.<"~J ( \ ~::.: 1·----~-~./ ·}ik, 
~-- ,,.,,., ' \ ', ,_ ~{ 
i"'''°\.'- --, .-:,i:~· ---·•,* 
,.,_: '-:---( ?FREE'_ ;_,7~'1-
• ~ ~ ., y ~ _'v __ _ , ... Jbtlfll 
~ote: Ken ts a Special Event'&. will starit a half hour 
later(9pm}. so you can cheer on the Safuk1s 
trelore the show at freer~~ 
.... ·- ... ·- --- . . ·- ... -. -----------·--- ·-------------------
7.ameocil;.tbeadviser,.wamed U.N. 
pem:eepeni'oUowmg.tbe',last of; 
two airslrikes. '"l'bis bas come from; 
the .• htiad of. state., ·President 
Kand:zic. He is fu a fmioas mood" 
' 'Jbe liiide for Bibac·deinoostrat-
ed.diat ibe Serbs could aaact a safe 
atea without unacceptable conse-
quences. . . . .-
Under, the proposed plan,· bro-
lrmd by the Unilal Sllle&.·Bdllin. 
France~-Germany .and Rmsia, 
Serlls would.be fomd .lo 
about onc-dlinl oflbeiUnitmy 
aMuslim-Croalfecbal:ion. 
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Clinton_ mat"s Al.OS, ~y 
with low~key,.~re~q:~Y 
Los Angeles Tines . , tbti'.mi1i~~dl1~r save ai:i~ so 
WASIDNGrON-Tbc:re was no 
mistaking the symbolism of 
President Clinton's day Thursday 
- a low-key, virtually, secret 
meeting with six young people 
living with AIDS to made World 
AIDS Day and a full-dress Rose 
Garden ceremony with the Joint 
Cliiefs of Staff to announce plans to 
spend an additionaJ $25 billion on 
the militaJy. 
The military spending 
announcement was the first major 
White House policy initiative since 
the Nov. 8 Republican electoral 
sweep and the first clear sign of 
bow shifts in administration 
political priorities would affect the 
federal budget that officials are 
DOW preparing. 
1n the weeks since the election, 
aides and advisers have debated 
long and vigorously on how to 
adapt to the new political realilies, 
with the GOP in control of both 
houses of~ and the public 
seemingly ill-disposed toward 
Clinton's ideas of activist 
govemmenL 
Clinton has given hints that be 
intends to move right, to n:tum to 
bis oemrist. "new Democrat" roots. 
But until Thursday it bad all been 
mostJy talk. 
While aides were debating ways 
to find a few hundred million 
dollars for AIDS program;, s:ho.ll 
lunches and homeless shelters, 
Clinton was out in front of the 
cameras on Thursday pledging bis 
troth and treasure to the Anny, 
Navy, Air Force and Marlnes. 
1be day's event;; were a dramatic 
turnabout on the issue of gays and 
mucb.qroubJe· early/·in ,,bis 
administration and cemented•bis 
image BS an'inteJest-group_libem] 
in·the minds of many votcn. Tbe 
clear signal from the ~:Hause 
Thursday was that Clinton's new 
allegiaoc:e was to the milill!rY and 
not to gays. · 
'We'll certainly be· 
discouraged if the 
president abandons 
his base and we see 
ourselves as:part of 
hisbase.n 
-ChrisJineL~~-
Christine Lubinski, acting 
director of the AIDS Action 
Council, said she feared Clinlon's 
response to the November elections 
would be fiscal infaluation with the 
military and diminished 
commitment to dealing with the 
AIDS epidemic. AIDS and gay 
rights groups would be watching 
closely as an indication of where 
Clinton's head, heart and 
pocketbook will be over the next 
two years, she said. 
"We'll certainly be very 
discouraged if the president 
abandons his base and we see 
ourselves as part of his base," 
lAlbinsld said 
A year ago m World AIDS Day, 
Clinton visited seven AIDS 
patients at Georgetown University 
Hospitaland gave a major address 
oo bis adminislratioo's efforts. 
Agriculture Departme~t 
to face federal inquiry 
Los Angeles Tmes 
WASHINGTON-A federal 
watchdog agency said Thursday 
that it bas opened an inquiry into 
fund-raising activities by high-
ranking career .!mployees in the 
Agriculture Department for a 
political action committee that 
supported Bill Clinton's 1992 
presidential election bid. 
The Office of Special Counsel, 
which is responsible for 
maintaining the integrity of the 
Civil Service system, said •it wa~ 
investigating whether Agriculture 
Department employees who 
allegedly raised funds for the PAC 
violated the Hatch Act, which at 
the time prohibited all solicitation 
or collection of campaign.funds by 
civil servants. Violations are 
punishable by job suspension or 
dismissal. 
Thirty-eight senior career 
employees then working in the 
Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service made 
contributions of $50 to $500 to the 
Farmers & Ranchers '92 PAC, 
which was established to raise 
'funds from farm interests for 
Democratic candidates and heavily 
backed Clinton's campaign. Some 
of those approached, most of whom 
were Democrats, said they were 
solicited by colleagues and gave 
their r.hecks to co-wotkers. 
The probe was initiated in 
=ponse to allegations in a Nov. 21 
article in the Los Angc;les Ti_mes, 
said officials at the Office cf 
Special Counsel. The Times also 
reported that many contn"butors to 
the PAC-which was c:o-dlaired by 
then-Rep. Mike-Espy, who.was 
subsequently appointed agriculture 
secretary-later received 
promotions or more desirable jobs 
UDder the Clinton Adminislration 
while others identified as 
Republicans were transferred to 
lower-profile posts. 
Espy said through a spokesman 
that his position with the PAC was 
purely honorary IDi that th.:re was 
no connection between the 
contributions-« any eaq,loyee's 
partisan allegian~ the job 
changes at the Agriculture 
Department Regarding the Hatch 
Act inquiry, Espy's spokesman, 
Tom Amontree, said, "We welcome 
the review." 
In a related matter, Rep. Pat 
Roberts, R-Kan., who is expected 
to become House Agriculture 
Committee chairman, said he has 
asked Donald C. Smaltz, the 
independent counsel investigating 
Espy Oil other matters, to determine 
whether.any of the allegations in 
The Tunei .story fall within his 
legal mandate. it not, Robens said 
he will urge Attorney General Janet 
Reno to launch an inquiry. He also 
said he may bold House bearings 
on these issues when Congress 
reconvenes next year. 
"This is a question of 
undennining the independence of 
USDA and the Civil Service and 
the Hatch Act," Roberts said in an 
interview. "It is of deq, coocem to 
me and to all members of the 
Agriculture Committee to think 
that any bard-worlcing civil servant 
could have been ousted to give a 
promotion to others whose major 
qualification was an illicit 
campaign contribution." 
Smaltz, who was appointed in 
September to investigate reports 
that Espy had accepted illegal 
gratuities from agn'businesses, said 
that be plans to mcet with Roberts 
Friday in response to the 
~•s request 
SmaJtz said that be intends to 
determine whether be bas; or 
should seek, the authority to 
jnvei:!igate '1hese allegatiobs. Espy : 
• ~as anno~!J.~-~-•-~•is~-•tion, 
effective Dec. 31. · · · 
,·fi· 
:1DmN)OPl 
.. :·: :t;:~dlJ':hiiiriiiklliiui ~,os 
. put the world at -your .fingertips. 
.. ,._~",ii½tti~~.¥);~. ,-~--~·:~-----~ _ ~ .. -~~•~r;~-->;._~ 
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• Portable NNFM/SN ffl/JiJ fits Into,.; 
a pocket or purae .• F'MI shol1wave 
frequency ba'lds: ~ W0l1d Tme 
Select Switch dials in sr, cne of 24 
citias aroood the world to find out 
tt1B time • Includes 8Eiphcnes for 
private listenflQ ~LCD dlspay inci-
cates SUltus of ~'.c,iiiatlons 
r~:~ 
~. YallafD 
r Colllpaot World 11anc1 
~'- Alarm Clock Radio 
' • PortabkrAM/FM'SW radio 
fits into a pocket or purse 
• Multifunction LCD diSplay 
• Built-in clock/limer with 
repeat alarm and sleep time 
automatic • Automatic 
. -Fl'8Quency Control (AFC) 
• Mechanic:al band selector 
GAURDIG 
· University Bookstore 
Lower Level 
Student Center 
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We know you b•ve a Jot on your mind. That'• why -'v• developed a suideboolt. 
ID help you ·make the riibt choic,,1 H you plan your career and your future. The 
Medical ProfeHiou Adml11lon Gulde: Stnt,ea for Succ- i• -ntial for 
anyone eonsiderinr a career in the health profeaio111. 
This 142-p• re book provide• ruidelines tor pl•nnins a proeram of study. fulfill. 
inr coller• academic requiremer,t.s, ,ucuedin,r at ttandardiud ttata, compl1tinr 
application forms, handlins int.erview•, and ob1ainin1 lettan of recommendation. 
The newly upd• t.ed and up• nded third edition also include• comprehtn•iva 
oven.iew1 of m• ny health prc,feasion1 speci•ltia to help you maka informed deci-
sions. If you are serious 1br.ut a career iti the health profusions, you can't d"ord to 
pus up thi1 valuable resource. Th• choice is up to you. 
_ copy(s) Medical Profeuiona Admiuion Guida at S17.45 eadl. 
IDinai• nside_nta must add 7.25'l> tale• tax. Quantity cliaanmtl a'ftilable. Maka 
· chew payable to NAAHP. Remit form to: NAAHP, P.O. lloi 1518, Ownpaip. n, 
111824-1618, 217/355-0063. • ., ,... ' 
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Top achievers 
Two elected tO'·;nation;?I posts 
in group for studerit "c1?chit~cts. 
ay Benjamin Golshahr 
StaffAep!lrler 
Two SIUC students hl'.ve been 
ckcted to executive positions in the 
American l!tstitutc for 
An:hitectural Students , a national 
organization that represents the 
ideals. concerns and attitudes of 
:m:hitec1ure students. 
Shannon Kraus, a senior in 
architecture from Decatur. was 
elected vice president of ~IA_S 
while Doug Whiteaker, a semor m 
architeccure from Bloomington. 
was elected as one of the 
organization ·s five national 
directors. · 
The I wo were chosen at the 
nrganizacion's annual week-long 
..:onvention. which was held in 
Le\ington, Ky. over Thanksgiving 
tireak. 
The organization has chapters at 
J 30 architecture schools 
nationwide. At the convention, 
chapter presidents vote on the 
executive staff. Kraus and 
Whiteaker campaig~ed for three 
days. and were elected on the 
founh day of the convention. 
Kraus said a lot of people were 
,upportive of SIUC durir.g the 
i:onvention. 
.. We really owe a lot lo this 
school and the people who went." 
he said. ·11Je spirit that we had for 
the school and the spirit that other 
,chools had for SIU was really 
amazing - they were shouting, 
SIU-SIU-SIU." 
Kraus and Whiteaker are the first 
SIUC studelts to be elected to 
executive positions in AIAS. 
As vice president, Kraus will 
move 10 Washington D.C. for a 
year - his term of office. His 
duties include being the editor of 
AIAS's news magazine, assuming 
the roles of treasurer and secretary, 
\erving on the board of directors 
for the ACSA Architecture College 
Schools of America (ACSA) and 
the internal development program. 
along with extensive travel to 
different conferences and meetings. 
Whiteaker. a~ a national director. 
will help architecture students in 
Whistleblower 
deficiency list 
was on target 
The Washington Post 
WA~HlNGTON-Army 
1nvesttgators from the 
ln,pector General's office 
rnmpiled a secret 1.S-page 
Ii -c of safo•y deficiencies at 
the Army's new $400 million 
.:hc_mical weapons 
tn,tnerator in Utah in 
September. shortly before an 
tnspector at the site who 
fo•Jnd similar faults was fired 
in what he said was 
r:1aliation for his damaging 
n:pon. 
The IG repon, leaked this 
week lo opponents of the 
.:ontrover..ial program, lists 
~afety problems that range 
Imm the seemingly trivial to 
the potentially dangerous 
,uch a.~ liquids spilling mm; 
,c,sc_ls filled beyond their 
l':J(laClly. 
Opponents said the IG 
rep,~n. combined with the 
1:_arh~r allegations by the 
ltred inspector, Steve Jones, 
~hu_wed that the chemical 
•_nl·tneration program is 
llawed and should be 
lklaycc.1,w dii.coniin~ 
Architecture seniors Shannon Kraus (left), from Decatur, and 
Doug Whiteaker, from Bloomington, are:the.flrstSIU.C 
students to ever serve at the national level of the American 
Institute for ArchHectunt Students. Kraus was choNn vice'. 
president and Whiteaker will join the group's board of: 
directors. 
many ways. 
"We'll be setting up programs 
and writing anicles, which will help 
students find jobs or develop a 
portfolio," he said. "We worlc with 
each school's chapter." 
Whiteaker said the national 
directors deal more with 
architecture students by assessing 
tl-ieir needs, and the vice president's 
position deals more with preserving 
lhe organizatio~. 
They are both ,•ery enthusiastic 
about assuming their positions in 
July. Whiteaker said he will work 
exceptionally hard. 
"I want lo do as much work as I 
possibly can," he said. "I want to 
take all the things I learn and give it· 
to them (architecture students)." · 
Kraus and Whiteaker said they 
had been planning to campaign as a 
team for more than a year. 
Kraus said the duo did a lot of 
work promoting architecture on a 
local level through SIUC"s school 
chapter. Conventioneers were 
surprised to learn that they were 
from the same chapter, he said. 
"He'd (Whiteaker) say all he's. 
done. and I'd say all I've done and 
people said, 'You guys are pan of 
the same chapter?' People like 
we're a team," Kraus said. 
Most-dedicated earn 
'94 NAACP honors 
By Anika Robertson The discussions will be targeted 
Staff Reporter for students, faculty and concerned 
ipdividuals. Understanding-
The SIUC NAACP chapter diversity workshops entail breaking 
conducted its final meeting of the down racial stereotypes groups 
semester Wednesday night. have against one another, she said. 
presenting awards 10 dedicated Recipients of the Certificate of 
individuals and organizations and Appreciation for outstanding 
setting the group's agenda for the dedication to the SIUC local 
spring semester. chapter included Tony Goodman, a 
Plans for next semester include a junior in Englh:h from Chicago; 
voter-registration drive in Margaret Brooks, a third-year law 
preparation for the next Carbondale student from Chicago; Lorraine 
City Council election. Thomas, a senior in accounting 
Many members (eel that the from Chicago: Ronni Vashti 
current city officials are not Whitehead, a sophomore in 
receptive to the needs of minorities communications from Chicago; 
and a change is needed, Dara Shawn Lampkins, a freshman from 
Lawyer, chapter vice president said. Chicago; Dara Lawyer, chapter 
Members also planned panel vice president and Oladelc 
discussions for next year, including Omosegbon, NAACP advisor. 
topics such as minorities in higher Thomas said she was proud to 
education and racial equality. . have been honored for the award. 
Other pla.-:s made included a free "I'm glad that this orpmi7.8lion 
forum to address topics the fou,"tb appreciates the-students that help_ 
Monday of every month. Topics out in the organization," said the 
planned were 'Being of color in finance chilirpeison. 
A,nerica', 'Men vs. Women - Brooks also_ said she. was 
Roles, Relationships and honored to have been spotlighted 
Stereotypes,' 'Democrat. for her hard work. . _ 
Rq,ublii;an or Other- Where do WC . :"It came~ a huge surprise, but I 
F~l?.1 ~,•~ !JX1 gangsJti_-our , am happy to be . 'ated." the-
communities,' l.awyersaid -- • · . education diair saiT1 · ., 
U~qu&ldea 
·or ·the ~olidays 
... . ··~-~::~t box of 
Fresh· 'lender Steaks 
Cheese Boxes, Fruit Baskets & Gift 
Certificates are also available 
• Call ahead 
and we can have 
It rmdy for you 
• Reasonably priced with 
holiday gift box & bow 
ARNOLD'S MARKET 
1-1/2.a..-,.on~I 
CARBONDALE 
529-5191 
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Los Angeles Ti1Tl6S 
WASHINGTON-The Clinton 
administration revealed Thursday 
that under the agreement it recently 
signed with North Korea, the 
Pyongyang government will get 
nearly $2 billion in benefits before 
it has to submit to special interna-
tional inspections of its nuclear 
program. 
South Korea will contribute most 
of th~ money by supplying the 
equipment for new nuclear reactors 
which make it much harder for 
North Korea 10 make weapons-
grade fuel. Howe·:er, Ambassador-
at-large Robert Gallucci, the 
Clinton administration's top nego-
tiator. also estimated that the costs 
to the United States will be "tens of 
millions of dollars." 
The disclosures came at the first 
congressional hearing on the nucle-
ar agreement. 
During the session. held by the 
ClintQo._·see- larger military 
President takes initiative in wake of Republican victory -: 
The Washington Post cuts in weapons modernization pro- handwriting ,on the wall_with ~, 
grams, Pentagon officials said. Republican control of Copgress,''.; 
WASHINGTON-President White House officials did not spec- said Sen. Robert Smith, R-N.H., a 
Clinton Thursday said he would ify where the new money would be member of the Senate Armed 
seek an additional $25 billion in drawn from, saying merely that Services Committee. "He knows 
Pentagon spending over the next spending in other discretionary we are going to seize this mue of. 
sil.. years; taking his first substan- accounts would have to be reduced. inadequate defense s~nding and: 
tive initiative since Republicans Republi~ welcomed Clinton's give him no mercy, and he is.trying 
won control of Congress on a plat- announcement but emphasized to counter it. But i~ is n<K enough. It, 
form that includes providing they intend to vote additional is a Band-aid where you need a. 
greater resources for the military. increases in military spending and a tourniquet." 
Flanked in the Rose Garden by major reordering of how defense "lbc. piesident's recognition that 
Defense Secn:tary William Perry dollars wi11 be spent. The House the military has a readiness and• 
and the Joint Chiefs of Staff, Republican "Contract with quality-of-life problem certainly:· 
C7inton said he also would ask the America" calls for increases of up vindicates those who.have·high-:• 
new Congress to approve immedi- to $(i() billion in defense spending lighted lhese issues for lhe pim sev~ 
ately an emergency spending bill over six years . ..- , : · · · eralyears," said·Rep. •Floyd·D; 
for more than $2 billion in fiscal Senate Republicans·have threat- · Spence,'R-S.C., who is chic to take, 
1995 to cover the costs of unantici- ened to remove.from~ Pentagon -chlirge~ofr_the::Ho1;1se::-Arm,eil: 
pated operations in Haiti, Bosnia, what they see·as essentially non--· ServicesComminee,-,.,,;,,~,;;,,,i,:-2 
the Persian Gulf and elsewhere. defense·.operatioos; such as conver- Republicans looked wit!J,some, 
The proposed boost in defense sion of military facilities.for civil- ·. bemuseme-'!t·at'.the'full;niilitary 
funds over the next six years will ian p11i-jfoses, ·and dev·ote the·- -'regalia in'the Rose~Gitrden)1\vith, 
mean the Pentagon can maintain money:1nstead to what they see a,,; top Pentagon officialifchiefs'iii fuUj 
troop readiness, increase military true· defen.,;e needs, including new.'. -- uniform·· arid' CIJ!'ton','pledging, to:· 
pay and .provjde othi:r.,''.quajitybo(., weaP.on~ciflY~tems,,, more ~ay!• protecnJefet;se"spenduig'.While still1 
life" benefits .recently_ l!O!IOUn<;,~d /JI.Cr~aS~M!!(l lmP.i!>ve<!.~-. decreasing·the;overalFsii.e'of·~·\ 
by Perry without m~ing drastic 'The President sees the political emment · · 
I • - I 
.... ,,111!:,.' 111.,1,,1 ... I f)I\. J-..1I\ .ii I .11 l .. 1/111.d. 
,,,,• B§iuli•11i•WI 
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:Entertainment 
Briefs:· .. 
Blue Meanies hit Carbondale 
By Dave Katzman 
Staff Reporter 
T he Blue Meanies, one of the most successful acts to come out of the Carbon-dale music scene, returns 
to its spawning ground tonight. 
together so well that the Meanies 
had to invent its own descriptive 
word- .. skunkcorc.·· 
The band makes it difficult to 
slllf) a label on it~ sound. The com-
bi nation of punk, ska, Yiddish 
klezmer/folk and jazz influences 
swirling around in the songs mix 
Case in point - the group's first 
single, '"Grandma Shamroo." The 
song begins with a col!',bination of 
ska and klczmer, sounding like an 
Old Country tune whistled by 
Grandma as she prepared an old-
fashioned dinner. Grandma would 
blanch, however, as she listened to 
see MEANIES, page I :z 
'/"'·-::?·:"'"PliotcfCiiiii(esYohiitlst 
Blue llleanles will play tonight: ai ~iaa.-~. 9 p.m. 
'The Or-ge' toe,~ .. out loud 
Photo Courtesy of artist 
St. Louis-baaed band The Urge will play at B• ng.M 9 tonight at 9:45 p.m. 
By Aleksandnl !llac:ys 
Senior Reporter 
A s one St. Louis-based band returns to its roots : -~ . ~i!h ,lll~inories of play-·.':. _ . mg ,o/a score of· 
Carbondale fans, they hope to give 
fans. more tonight as they present 
'sorneoftheirnew'rnusic. -
The Urge, with a sound that 
ranges from Bob Marley to 
Ministry, will appear at Hangar 9 
with a punk, funk, metal, ska and 
rap show that the band promises 
will be high eneigy mayhem. 
The seven-piece band from St. 
Louis last appeared in Carbor.dale 
_ in March and performed songs off 
• their album "Fat Babies in the Mix" 
. which was recorded live in January 
c ·1993 at Mississippi Nights in St. 
Louis. 
The band was the recipient of the 
_ St. Louis Riverfront Times 1992 
People's Choice Music Award for 
best local funk artist, but when 
accepting the award, the band made 
it clear to fans that they were not a 
funk band, but rather a punk band. 
The Urge also took second place in 
He UllGE, page J :Z 
' e 1be winner,. please: 
/The Catlladdies won Mr. 'Mike's 
Best New- Band. Contes1 at 
' .Hangar 9 Wednesdaj,: 1lie band, 
· which also reached-the final 
round of SoundCore's Battle of 
:,the Bands la.Iii month, beat OU! 
Wax Dolls (2nd place) and 
Rusty Sunshine to win a Fostex 
X-28 Session Kit niini-home 
studio. -
·• •Tis the 11rason: The 
; • SIUC Theater Deparunent will 
'again present "A Christmas 
Carol" tonight at 8 p.m., tomor-
. row at 2_ and 8 p.m. and Sunday 
at 2 p.m. Tickets are $8 for 
adults, $7 for seniors age 55 and 
up and S4 for students and chil-
dren. The Christmas classic is 
directed by Alex Chrestopoulos 
and stars Reid Corker as 
Scrooge. 
• Free tunes: Sook Ryeon 
Parle, an assistant professor in 
the school of music, will give a 
free piano recital in the Old 
Baptist Foundation auditorium. 
She wili play music by Bach 
Beethoven, and -~rahms. as well 
as Korean music composed by 
Chung-Gil Kim. The concert is 
m8 p.m., tonight 
e ~ In my bead: The 
Voices of Inspiration gospel 
music group will perform 
Sunday at 4 p.m. in the Student 
Center Ballrooms. The choir 
perfonns contemporary gospel 
music, "not what you• d find in 
hymn books," said one member. 
Tickets are S in advance or $5 at 
the door. 
• Where's the beef? 
Rickers Pub is currently closed. 
Those who wanted to see Toung 
and Groove piay there Saturday 
can catch them Saturday at Doc 
and Eddy's in Columbia, Mo. 
"It's the loss of a very woricable 
venue," said promoter Bill 
Neimeyer. 
Weekend jams 
Today 
Beach Bumz - Blue Meanies, 
9p.m.,S3 
flouse of Blue Leaves' 
gone l>~anas, ~t.S.IIJ.C, 
By Paul Eisenberg .· · - "I won't ~t a play for free unless I like 
• Drummers unite: On a 
new disc released by Atlantic 
records, Rush drummer Neil 
Peart assembled an all-star cast 
of percussionists for a tribute to 
Jegmdmy jazzman Buddy Rich. 
The performers include Max 
Roach, Bill Bruford. Manu 
Katche, Omar Hakim, Steve 
Gadd, Simon Phillips and Man 
Sorum. 
Nore BRIEFS, page 11 
Cou9im -Four on the Aoor (Oldies) 
10 p.m., $1 
Hangar 9 - The Urge, 9:45 p.m., $3 
ffi's - Slappin' Henry Blue. 9 p.m., 
no cover 
Satmtday 
Couslns-FourontheAoor, IOp.m.,SI 
Hangar 9 - Jakes Leg (Dead Rock) 
9:45 p.m .. ,10 cover 
On TIie Island Fub - Dorians 
(Celtic) 9 p.m., no cover 
Pinch Penny Fub ·- Nighthawk 
(Classic Rock) 9:30 p.m., no cover 
PH's - Fuzzy Blues, 9:30 p.m., no cover 
SUnday 
Couslns - Mercy (Jazz) 9 p.m .• 
no cover 
Student Center Ballrooms -
Voices of Inspiration (Gospel) 4 p.m., $5 
Tl,e ,.-eekrnd calendar is a list of /fre e1-ents going 
on in Carbondale. To ~ included, please bring a 
note detailins rhe e,•ent ta. rhe D.E. Newsroom, 
Comm 1247. SIUC. Subtr.ission deaffline is Tu&ki): 
~ntertalnment Ultor the play," Moc said "If a play comes almig that 
S omie of the quirks of life in America will be explored in Carbondale this weekend in a play featuring a zookeep-er turned songwriter who cannot write 
songs, his son·who wvuld like to assassinate 
the Pope, and his daughter-in-law, appropriate-
ly named "Bananas." 
"House of Blue Leaves," written by 
American playwright John Guare, won the 
New York Drama Critic's Circle Award for the 
best new play of the 1970-71 season. In 1986, 
it gamerell eight Tony nominations, including 
onc- for best revi-..-~1 oflhe season. 
SIUC Theater Department Chair Christian 
Moc is volunteering his senices as director of 
the productionfor ihe Stage Co. 
I am interested in, ~•11 toss my hat in the ring." 
Moe said the play has not been done in the 
area before, another reason he was interested in 
it. 
"It's a new kind of play for community audi-
ences," he said. "It will be a challenge for the 
audience because some may not knfl•;, ;1ow to 
take it." 
He called the play a dark farce. 
·'It's a comedy with serious ovenon.:s,'' Moe 
said. "It also contains a good dose of American 
absurdity. It J1as some interesting observations 
ubout American life. It deals with the worship 
of media gods, movie stars and the like, and 
even the Pope gets thrown in ~." 
see BLUE LEAVES. page J 2 
"The more fucusecf yo_u can be, the better. With just ¢1 guitar and a 
voice, you're going·to·reach the point a lot quicker wl-iere you·know 
, whe~~ it\9«?ing to happen/' . : , . • 
1., ~~~·;,;.~~~~~.;:~~:~due. 
The List 
Richard Simpson, co-owner 
of Hangar 9 for 15 years, li.<ts 
his top jive Hangar per/ or• 
manres (excluding bands that 
currently play tl:.tre): 
I. Toata-s - (December 
'92) Killer ska. 
2. Delbert Mcclinton 
and 1 piece band-
(spring, '82,1 Stopped by and 
played two sets after an Arena 
show was·shonened. 
3. (Tie) Eyes ('88) and 
Modern Day Saints ('85) 
- Great Sorigs, energy, and 
stage presence, Could have 
gone all the way. 
4. Big Twist and the 
-lllellow Fellow - (early 
.: 80s) Powerful,· c·onfident, 
mature R&B. ' 
5. Vova J'IGva. _:. 
(Febi:uary· '91), Imagine Billy 
Goat-with t> female singer and 
: an·aiutude'. ' ,· _r;,;> 
December 2. 1994 
By Dave Kalmtan 
Slaff Reporter 
A legendruy orchestra will come 
caroling into Carbondale to help 
usher in the O1ristma.,; sca.wn with 
a program of holiday favorite.,;. 
The Mantovani Orchestra and 
Chorus. whose melodics have 
entertained three generations 
around the world. wa.,; founded by 
Am,unzio Paolo Mantovani. 
The son of a successful violinist. 
Mantovani moved to London from 
his native Venice. Italy a.,; a child. 
At age 14 he took up violin and 
by 17. he wa.,; performing all over 
England. 
He eventually formed 
the 28-stringed Manto-
vani Orchestra. with its 
signature tumbling 
effect. 
The tumbling effect 
was devised by Manto-
,•ani and accomplished 
by delaying the resolu-
tion of notes in a chord. 
Tumbling produced 
"Charmaine." for which 
Mantovani received a 
gold record in 1955. 
Mantovani toured 
Nonh America. Europe 
and Asia. breaking atten-
dance records all over 
the world. 
He toured in Nonh America for 
15 years, playing 35 to 40 conccns 
each tour. In the mid-1960s, 
Mantovani refused to alter his 
music to conform to the· changing 
·musicJI tast.:s of the masses. -
His popularity remained high a.,; 
he continued to perform the mu.,;ic 
he wa.,; known and loved for until 
he retired in 1975, selling 35 mil-
lion unit,; in 20 years. 
In 1983, thrc~ years ofter 
Mantovani died, 11 former ba.,;.'iOOn• 
ist in the Montovani Orchestra 
decided lo re-form the group. 
The resulting tour was successful 
Holiday performance offers· gli"1pse 
into family traditions, experiences 
By Aleks.utdra lllacys 
Senior Reporter 
The holidays may conjure up 
memories of sitting around with 
family members telling stories 
about past events, and the SIUC 
Department of Speech Commu-
nications is celebrating this tradi-
tion with the presentation of 
Family Ponraits. 
The performance runs at 8 p.m. 
tonight and Saturday at Quigley 
Auditorium. Room 1408, and fea-
tures a sampling of family stories 
told by six different individuals. 
Mara Loeb. a doctoral student in 
the dcpanment and director of the 
performance, said the people 
involved in telling the stories dif-
fer in many ways. 
Loeb is in tune to family tr:ldi-
tions a.,; she is the middle child in a 
family often. 
"There is a wonderful range of 
BRIEFS, 
from page Io-
• By all that Is 
hole-y: Chicago's 
Touch and Go Records is 
planning to re-release the 
long out-of-print first two 
albums by the Butthole 
Surfers. "Brown Reason To 
Live·· and "Live PCP," in 
mid-Januruy. 
The Surfers have released 
a special Christmas picture 
disc on Trance Syndicate 
Records with the classic 
"Good King Wencenslaus" 
and the original .. The Lord 
is a Monkey." A new album 
will follow in late 1995. 
• New releases: Due 
out on Tuesday, new releas-
es from Pearl Jam (CD) 
James Black Sheep, and a 
Beatles compilation con-
taining 30 unreleased 
songs. 
people in terms of age and their 
family experiences," she said. 
Beverly Love-Wallace, a student 
in the communications depanment 
and a university employee, whose 
grandmother was a midwife an'd 
mother wa.,; a nurse. tells one story 
about family values. 
Community members Carolyn 
BJmes. Joanne Cross and James 
Crowner all tell stories dating back 
to the 1600s. 
Tomoko Eto, an undergraduate 
student from Japan and Misha 
Morozov. a doctoral student in 
speech communications. add sto-
ries from around the world. 
Morozov will tell a story deal-
ing with Ivan the Terrible, Loeb 
said. 
Other stories deal with topics 
such as courtships, sibling rela-
tions and discipline and all look at 
the history of family values. 
"The stories give us an inside 
view of families around the world, 
whether they are single parent 
families or nuclear families," Loeb 
said. 
In between each of the stories, 
Loeb said ;audience nieinbers will I. 
be able: to· •:intra-act" by sharing 
stories of.their own with the story-
tellers. Refreshments will be 
served during these times. 
Loeb said people tend to think 
about their families more during 
the holidays, making the perfor- · 
mance timely. 
"It sliows that we should listen 
harder to family members and 
-s.hare "stones. ·with future genera-
uons, she srud. - . , •... _ 
Tickets for Family Portraits•are · 
S4 for the public a.nd $2 for stu-
dents with a valid I.D and can be 
purchased at the door. The perfor-
mance begins at 8 p.m. and runs 
tonight and Saturday at Quigley 
Auditorium. Room 140B. 
. Friday 
Peel & Eat 
Extra Large Shrimp Hal( Pound $2.99 
Fu Pound $5.98 
Saturday 
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Our annual Holiday Craft_ Sale has 
become o mojorc:ompus ewint. Ow,,-
75 arfim and aaltspeople, boliday 
deco, miens, and orecr muJ!cal 9l'OfJI» 
oil add up lo,,.,. ~·of Holiday 
Chee,, at llte SIUC Sludent Cemtr. 
-- ~ '53.-3_636 frJr. more ·;;;loimotion. 
Prese~t~ 
THE HOUSE 
OFBLUE 
LEAVES 
l,yfohnGtlart 
Directed by 
Christian Moe-
Dec. 2,3,4 
Dec. 9,10,11 
Dec. 16,17,18 
The Stage Company 
101 North Washington 
Carbondale, Illinois 
(618) 549-5488 
Movies to che~c;k eutt 
Los Angeles lines Schwarzenegger stats as ~ man 
who becomes·pregnant, Danny 
• BUUEl'S OVFR BROADWAY De Vito and F.uima Thompson are 
(R). Woody Allen's spirlted same of suitably liftpressed, but lhe~film, 
the theater, set during the Ull8ble to WOik up a comic laifof 
Prohibition era, is consistently steam, never manages to be more 
enjoyable, thanks mostJy to a dll1D ~y anming. 
glorious star tum by Dianne WJCSt • LITilE GIANTS (PG). A big 
as a Norma Desmond-ish prima treat; a waim:comedy. fciir all BP. 
donna. The tiptop cast includes about two·vety difrmnt brotheis 
John Cusack, Tracey UIJman, (Rick Moranis, Ed O'Neill) who· 
Jennifer Tilley and Chazz assemble equally diffaeut kinds of 
Palminleri. 1eams in a~ to determine 
• CLERKS (R). Made for which one will~ their small· 
$27,575 by writer-director Kevin Ohio town in the Pap Wamtr junic:r 
Smith, who also co-produced, co- league. Willi Shawna Wikml. 
edited and co-starred, this film is • NATIJRAL BORN KILlEtS 
alive aml kicking in its delailing of (R). Oliver,. Stone's satiricaJ 
the cool and crazv life behind a adventores of a pair of love bird 
New Jersey convenience store aerial killers (Woody Harrdson 811d 
coumr. Juliette;· Lewjs) who · become 
• COBB (R). Like its subject, intemational media celebrities. 
both the gR!alcst and the crankiest Ultraviolent, over-the-top and 
bmcball plaJel who ever Hffll. Chis tedmically_brilliam. 
ambitious new film by writer- • ONLY YOU (PG). An 
director Ron Shelton tcDds to get iq,laasiblc 10IDMllic comedy about 
out or hand, its lack of sharp bUe love anldrstiny, flimsy even by 
dramatic focus exacerbating the elastic standards of the genre. 
problems in both : casting and Marisa Tomei. and Robert Downey . 
SlrUCIUle. Tommy Lee 1oncs Sl8l'S as Jr. can't comjJensale for a lack of I 
the erstwhile Georgia Peach, with <Xiginality. Notman.Jewison direds. 
Robert Wubl along for the ride as a • PULP FICDON (R). Despite : 
hanl-woddng.sporlSWJiter. strong writing and a revivified '. 
• ED WOOD. (R). The stranger- pcrfarmani::e from 1obn liavolta, the / 
than-fiction story of a filmmaker Qamtin 1lnnlino film's 811m1JCS to : 
often considered the worst in the sboct: cm ~ strained ml its self- I 
business, this wacky· biopic, rmmlial~canbctedious. ; 
directed by bizarrc-meister TIDl • QUIZ.SHOW (PG-13). ,A · 
Burton, is completely entenaining tboughtfutand absorbing drama ' 
in a cbceJfully preposterous way. directed by:Robert Redford and ! 
Jobmy Depp, Martin Lmlau Siar. ccllterinj on.the rigged quiz show l 
• HOOP DREAMS (PG-13). A scandals ·orilie late 1950s.·Ralph . 
look at the lives and careen of a Finnes, John Turhlffo and Rob ' 
pair of Chicago high school Monowst& , 
bauetball players. A combinaaion alllB;SAN'fA Cl.A.USE (PG). j 
of Juct, pluck and J11R bard WOik "Home·~•s" 1lm Allen : 
has tumed this into a landmmk of mates tlCICil, ----~ 
._____,_ ,1,w.,_....., film. a ... ....--.-.. .. , . !II a 
nlUCI-""'"'  ,, sarcastic w'oibholic toy ·compimy : 
• INTERVIEW WITH THE marketing euc wbc;,, ~-ch ~Jus 
VAMPIRE (R). A devil's barpin surpri~and his "disenchanted 
was made when Tom Cruise and small 11111'1 delighl--:-beco Slllla: 
Brad Pitt were cast in this Ou. Snmt, slap batiday finmy ) 
atmospbmc vmioo.of Anne Rice's fer lhe '90s, widl m a:ipgiDg stOly · 
sweepingly popu]ar: 1iook. Dift:ctor and amazing special effects and , 
Neil Ionian ("'.lbe Ci,ying Game':') proib::lim.~ Wllb &ic Uojid, : 
and bis team bnecliJne a J01POUS Wendy, ,'Cie1'faoii . and. lodge , 
jobwilhdie~8n~f1hc;~ ::m:"·M:9":~"f,) <}-.:i'f:;f:, ~ : 
butlhalmlscastinghas,mulledma , • THE!V.l\ll;(PO~I3)tKevin ·-l 
fatal anemia w_here em!)tion is Coibier and ~jah Woocl,11tar as i 
coocenied. · · . . . fad# am~ ut@iii: mppilatfdt'·1; 
• .JUNIOR (PG;;tJ). The ·movie al:ioat the value of goodne.u ii 
prototypical, A~erican studio· and the awfuJncss ·or:flolen0e. 'Jbd 
comedy, as slicJdy·~ as:- moSt mcmorab __le_character li t11e·li_ 
'tne audienc:e-pamig .. . - 1vm~800-:yefMillf • bi:,e--iliit...__ i, 
Reitman can make it. Arnold atreefortundersieg'C. 
The best $i9 gjftin 
Southern 
lliinois 
DININ(; 
\ '- \ \l \· \ "" 
"' \ l '\l \ \ \ \ -... \-
- \ \ \ \l \ '- \ ,._., 
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•Tres Hombres 
•Italian Village 
•Cousin's 
•Mugsy McGuire's 
•ChinaKing 
•Missiaippi Delta 
M,icro Brewery 
, , • l:Jtb;SL Bar &,Grill 
•Fat Freddy's 
•Whaler's Catch 
•El Bajio 
eCollector's Choice 
"€omtStreet'Iea· r 
. ;, --~Room :.. . 
•La F.ontana 
•Dayslnn ,· 
•The Pkmeer's"Cabin 
•Alongi's 
-Golden China 
:.: •Molly-0.}tu~ & Qrill. 
•H.R.H. 1>$plm's 
. •Cristaooo's 
. -GrandOiina 
'i, '. 
~10SMlffliEla=•aiio \'Ol>oulLE ENCHHADA 
' -- . , . . ·oCHIMICHANGA 
. :OSAMIUI COaswTM>.~Mano,ENcHINM) -
All.DAY 
krURDAY • SUNDAY 
... 
(DiNE-IN ONLY> 
304 E. WALNUT CARBONDALE 
TMO~O~fla 
aocast• 
t;;_-.1c•·,.,. ,. 'it:."~ -~~t· 
,.. ~,,;&;•,~=~-~~~~~t;4;r:~;):2• r. 
No charges 
in passport 
allegations 
Los Angeles limes 
WASHINGTON-The indepen-
dent counsel who was named to 
investigate alleged election-year 
tampering with the passport files of 
an Oxford University student 
named Bill Clinton said Thursday 
that he would not file any criminal 
chruges in the ~=-
"lbe investigation is over, and 
there aren't going to be any indict-
ments:· said Joseph E. diGenova, a 
former U.S. attorney here who wa.~ 
appointed two years ago to investi-
gate the matter. 
His lengthy report on the investi-
gation will reportedly clear several 
State Department aide.~ who served 
under President Bush and were 
accused of searching through pass-
port records for partisan political 
purposes. 
Bm diGenova refused to discuss 
the details of his findings until a 
special three-judge panel receives 
his final report. 
"I hope to file the report (on the 
investigation) by the end of the 
year. and once the court releases it. 1 
can discuss it in detail. But I am 
aurhorized to say we won't be 
btinging any chruges," he added. 
Late in the 1992 campaign, 
rumors surfaced that Ointon. wNle 
studying in England. had travele<! to 
the Smiet Union with the inient of 
renouncing his U.S. citiunship in 
protest over the Vietnam War. 
Clinton said during the campaign 
that the rumors were totally false. 
According to the State 
Department's inspector ·general, ·'. 
several employees at the State 
Department ordered a search of 
Clinton passport files from the late 
More-pQwer_l 
C-ltowell -Conalrucllon conlr•ctor Zee Tomazzoll of 
Cobden. cilta a board that will be used In the remodet-
lng of 6P3 '$.JHfnola Ave. The new ealabllahmenl, 
Porkey'a BBQ, will open for bualnen In lwo to three 
weeks upon completion of construction. 
I %Os to see if there was any dam-
agi 11g information on the 
Democratic presidential nominee. 
Other reports said White House 
officials under James A. Baker, who 
was then running Bush's re-election 
campaign, had also inquired 
whether any damaging details could 
be found in Clinton's file.~. 
'Chrysler Corp~·,decides 
to reward shareholders 
Several of the accused officials 
admitted they had indeed ordered a 
search of the passport files. but said 
they did so only because reporters 
had filed a Freedom of Information 
request seeking travel information 
from that file. 
After 21-day investigation. the 
inspector general. Sherman M. 
Funk. concluded that several State 
Department aides had violated gov-
ernment regulations by ordering the 
search. but he also said they did not 
violate criminal laws. Funk also dis-
missed the allegation that there was 
an organized White House effort to 
dig up damaging information. 
Funk reported his findings to out-
going Attorney General William 
Barr, who in December. 1992. 
appointed diGenova to investigate 
whether any laws were violated. 
Los Angeles Times "We are very pleased.•• said Alex 
Yemendijian, an executive with 
AUBURN HILLS, Mich.- Tracinda Corp., Kerkorian's Las 
Answering in part the demands of Vegas-based operating company. 
mega-shareholder Kirk Kerkorian, "These are all steps that will 
Chrysler Corp. on Thursday enhance the value of Chrysler 
announced a dividend increase, · shares for all shareholders." 
stock buyback and easing of its anti- Chrysler stock slipped 75 cents 
takeover defenses. Thursday to close at 47 in heavy 
The actions - some expected for trading on the New York Stock 
months - were approved by the Exchange. The shares were trading 
board of directors in its first meeting just below 46 in mid-November, 
since Kcrkorian. owner of 9 percent before Kerkorian made his 
of Chrysler's shares, asked on Nov. demands. 
14 that ~teps be taken to boost the While taking steps to reward 
stock price. shareholders, company officials said 
The board approved a 60 percent they would not be derailed from 
dividend increase to $1.60 annually, strengthening Chrysler's financial 
endorsed a $1 billion.stock buyback statement, spending heavily on 
to begin early next year and relaxed future products and preparing for 
its anti-takeover "poison pill" provi- the next slump. Toward that end, the 
sion to increase the percentage of company said it would fully fund its 
stock one person can control to I 5 pension plan and set aside ~ .5 bil-
percent from 10 percenL lion cash by year's end. 
OK withheld for alliance 
Russian minister mer East Bloc countries that want 
to be covered by NATO's security 
balks at NATO's bltu~\hc announcement was 
• heavily weighted with caution. The expansion plans ministers, including Secretary of 
State Warren Christopher, declined 
The Washington Post 10 say which nations would be 
admitted and when. 
BRUSSELS, Belgium-Russian The omission was in part an 
Foreign Minister Andrei Kozyrev attempt to allay Russian suspicions 
disrupted the close of a NATO for- that NATO· expansion, which 
eign ministers' meeting Thursday Moscow has long regarded as 
by objecting to the alliance's plans threatening, would move quickly. 
for e;w;pansion and by withholding But TI11mday's · announcement did 
agreement to a program of military go beyond the Partnership for 
cooperation between Moscow and Peace. a program of cooperation 
its former Western adversaries. between NATO and its former 
In an awkward exchange, 
Kozyrev told the 16 alliance minis-
ters and NATO Secretary General 
Willy Claes that he would not sign 
Russia into the Partnership for 
Peace. which Russia agreed in 
principle to join earlier this year 
following a similar display of 
reluctance by K!)Zyrev at a NATO 
meeting iri Istanbul . 
"Ver/ frankly, I must tell you 
there are certain issues that must be 
clarified,". he said, fingering the 
day's NATO communique ~hich 
laid out steps. for ~ible expan- , 
sion. "Hthe strategy of NATO is.to 
en1mge:t1iai~ consultation." 
.-..... A IMTYl·-··-·-~'. . . . 
. -wna.--.. ........... -t ·. 
~-·~----.. •~--.a~-~•-
----&---M-~ 
entire 
store! 
Just hours earlier, NATO had· adversaries that expressly excluded 
laid out plans to develop basic settiri·g membership criteria or 
membership requirements for for- timetables. 
Claes ·quickly responded: that 
"it's noqoo ~t,to explain.TD .............. -~--
~~~,~,~~:~~\ 
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Glass house 
SlUC physical plant employee Raymond Plquard of 
Murphysburo repairs a broken window on the old glove 
factory Thursday afternoon. The building Is located on 
West College near the Strip. 
December2, 1994 
Br,itish Pri~e Minister·Major 
tal:ks face~ti,"face with IRA 
Toe Washington Post . . · . J'he'.go~_~:~ly to set a people. want to stay in the United 
date'soon for similar discussions Kingdom. 
LONOON-Prime Minister John; . wi_tJ:(rejifosentatives of Protestant The Belfast discussions, at which 
Major sche.duled for next week die paramilitary or.;anizalions, which Britain will be represented by a 
first face-to-face talks between the declared their own cease-fire in second-level official, will not deal 
British government and Sinn Fein, October. with such broad issues, however. In 
the political arm of the Irish Major's announcement fulfills a the view of the British government. 
Republican Anny, on Thursday. commitment he made after the IRA they will not be negotiations but 
The annoufljXJIICllt, a landmark in declared a cease-fire on Aug. 31 to "talks about talks." In the view of 
the Northern Ireland struggle. was a open ialks when he was satisfied Martin McGuinness, Sinn Fein 
measure of the government's that the cessation of hostilities was leader Gerry Adarns's deputy. the 
satisfaction so far with Sinn Fein's permanent Belfast discussions will be the talks 
commitment to endinr the violence The IRA has committed one them,;elves. 
that has turned the province into a known terrorist act since then-the McGuinness will represent Sinn 
Catholic-Protestant battleground killing of a postal service worker Fein next week and Quentin 
over the past 25 years. It also during a robbery on Nov. 10- Thomas, deputy secretary in 
demonstrctted the extent to which which it blamed on a breakdown in Britain's Northern Ireland Office, 
the government has legitimized Sinn its "chain of command." The will represent London. 
Fein, which just four months ago it government ;,as chosen not to let The goal of British officials is to 
reviled as a terrorist organiz.ation. that attack disrupt the peace process see Sinn Fein gradaally transformed 
Until now, the British government underway. into a "constitutional" party, like 
has communicated with Sinn Fein The Belfast talks are part of a other political parties in Northern 
only through intermediaries. The larger attempt initiated by Britain Ireland, so that unionist 
"exploratory" talks, set for Belfast and the Republic of Ireland to arrive organizations will be receptive to 
on Wednesday, will l,e the first at a permanent settlement that will dealing with it, which they are not 
formal direct contacts. At the top of the warfare in the British province. now. 
the agenda will be London's Catholic nationalists, including Parallel negotiations between the 
insistence that the IRA surrender nonviolent activists as well as governments of Britain and Ireland 
weapons and explosives it has paramilitaries, are aiming for a on the future of Northern Ireland 
stockpiled over the years. For the British withdrawal and reunification have been delayed by the collapse 
government, "demilitarization" is a with Ireland to the south. Protestant last month of the Dublin coalition 
condition for beginning substantive unionists, who make up the majority government headed by Irish prime 
talkslalerwithSinnFein. of Northern Ireland's 1.5 million minister. Albert Reynolds. 
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Limited Offer 
SUGARTREE APARTMENTS 
3 LOCATIONS IN CARBONDAlE AND 
1 LOCATION IN MURPHYSBORO 
529-4511 529-4611 549-6610 
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PERSONAL CARE ATTENDANT 
,-dee! lor disd,lod female, rnml be ' 
ci,1.1o ~1t. !,29-5617. 
DEVELOPM[NTAL DISABILITIES I 
AG&.ICi :..ling .laff lrain.,. lor both ; 
p,olouional oriel dirKI care llofl. ! 
Bachelo,. d~~ required. Maslers 
~~~it~=:~~ 
21<1 w..i i)awie, ,.,,,.,., fl 62906. We, 
ara an EOE. Cut of! date fer wl,n,iuion 
o1 ...... ..,. is o.c.n,bo, "· 1994. 
JAN!TOP, APPROXIMATELY A l,,un' 
'P"" da,-, opply in pono., only, 1 Oam· 
_6pm, Pinch P"""Y. 
•---o-YMHAits __ _ 
recrealionol & lv,m cood-.os needo.'.!. 
Ca!l687-2133. 
If You Know 
JOHN DAY 
wish him a 
Happy 21st 
Sunday! 
on 
.., Your Theta XI Brothers 
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POSITIONS AVAILABLE 
FOR SPRING 
Dispatch Clerk 
ti' Afternoon workblock. 
ti' Car required, with mileage reimbursemenl 
Morning Layout Clerk 
~ ti' Morning workblock (8 a.m. • 11 a.m.). 
ti' Duties include transferring information from 
page layouts to page dummies . 
.Advertising Office Assistant 
ti' Morning and Afternoon work blocks 
available. 
ti' Duties include answering the telephone, 
scheduling advertising, assisting walk-in 
customers, & coordinating work with sales 
re s. 
Advertising Sales Representatives 
ti' Afternoon workblock. 
ti' Car helpful, with mileage reimbursemenl 
ti' Sales experience helpful. 
Classified Inside Sales 
t t/f Inside sales, general clerical, & reception. 
I ' ,t/f 4 hour workblock 
Ali applicants must have an ACT/FFS on file. 
Joum·alism majors prefllrred, all others are encouraged 
to apply for all positions. Daily Egyptian is an Equal , 
Opportunity Employer and encourages applications from ! 
the disabled, women, minorities. •• II•• I 
• ~, • i • I ~ 
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SING LE SLICES by Peter Kohtsaat 
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he-lt1 -\is~,ie. 
I 
mmy loVe 
life, .f,,. f n-, 
yay unl~c!:-,. 
I 
Calvin and Hobbes 
Mr Boffo 
Doonesbury 
Shoe 
by Joe Martin 
by Garry Trudeau 
by Jeff MacNelly 
~ ~ Mt ya.n Jtnfj ~ 
Jl.,.esra.u-r-a.nr 
Carry-out• Banquet Facility• Cocktails 
We are open 7 days a week 
Lunch Buffet Mon-Sun, 11 :00-3:00 $4.65/p 
Dinner Buffet Sun-Thur, 5:00-8:30 $6.95/p 
20 Dishes Included. Secame Chicken and much more 
Chinese Seafood Buffet Weekend 
Frl.-Sat. 5:30-9:30, $8.95/adults 
22 CHOICES: CRAB l.Eos, loBSTER MEAT, ScAu..oPS, 
SHRIMP, FISH, APPETIZERS, SAlAD BAR, DESSERT BAR 
AND MUCH MOREi 
ALL YOU CAN EAT! 
Special Price and Complete Menu for Banquet 
Call 457-7666 for Details 
carrv out Is Welcomet 
it. 1285 E. M3ln, East of University Mall Ji 
~18 
Women's and 
Men's Swimming 
Women's 
1 la.m.,. ,.;: "MVC 
7 p.m. Chompioriship, 
~,.!:~,;~ ... ·: 
Basketball 
Men's 
Basketball 
Sunday Women's and 10 a.m., MVC 
Men's Swimming 6 p.m. Championship: 
-,; ... ·: _ _ ~·-~;.;~-=~tf;;-. ~-- ·>1 
~.,,,..,,,. ·• -,;c.r.;.:,r.r ":. ·, (All games·are at home.) ~ "'~"•.-, · C 
Sourta:9XSpo,b~ l,y.lennifwRawi,~:~· 
Or1ando's Magic, Rocketing 
Houston head best of NBA 
By Shaun Powell 
The Sporting News 
They don·1 give out the 
trophy in November. but we 
hand out monthlv award.,. 
Best team: The defending 
champion Houston Rockets 
won their first eight. including 
fi, e straight on the road and 
three back-to-backs. The early 
schedule waso·1 100 fierce (the 
New Jersey Nets appeared 
tv,icc J. but the Rockets showed 
the title didn"t take away their 
focu~. But when Thanksgiving 
rolled around. the Orlando 
Magic - who whipped the 
Rockets bv D - were the new 
leaders. The Magic"s two early 
lo,,e..,. to the Washington 
Bullets and New York Knicks. 
came in the final seconds. 
In truth. a dominant fearless. 
e~citing team ha~n·1 stepped 
forth since Michael Jordan 
retired. If November was any 
indication. then there are way 
too many bad teams. Consider 
this: If the playoffs began next 
week. the Sacramento Kings. 
Detroit Pistons and Dallas 
Mavericks - each coming off a 
lottery season - would be in 
COOICJJlion. 
Best player: Another 
Rockets-Magic close call. While 
Hakeem Olajuwoo bailed out 
the Rockets several times. NBA 
scoring and rebounding leader 
Shaquille O'Neal was posting 
the kind of numbers we hadn·t 
,een from a low-post center 
since Chamberlain. 
David Robinson has assumed 
the rebounding load in Sao 
Antonio while the Spurs sweat 
out the absence of a certain 
blood-haired, tattooed, navel-
ringed enigma. 
Best rookie: Al the rapid rate 
that Pistons forward Grant Hill 
is making friends and defying 
skeptics. he will be voted a 
staner for the All-Star game. 
The fans will see 10 that. The 
Pistons are drawing decent 
crowds on the road, and the fans 
are!l·t paying to see Mark 
Macon. either. 
The only apparent weakness 
Hill has shown so far is his 
reluctance (or inability?) to 
shoot from the outside. He's 
getting 20 points a game by 
taking everything to the basket. 
A sure sign of budding 
superstardom: Hill already has 
the respect of the refs, who send 
him to the line about eight times 
a night. 
Surprise team: The 
Minnesota Timberwolves. As 
bad as they've been getting 
whipped. how in the world did 
they ever win a game? 
Surprise player: The 
revamped Suns were supposed 
to include Winston Garland. But 
something happened in training 
camp: Garland was beaten out 
by Elliot Perry. a journeyman 
free agent. for the back-up job to 
Kevin Johnson. Then when KJ. 
pulled up lame. Perry stepped in 
and won player-of-the-week 
honors. 
Super-quick hands and alen 
defense earned Perry an early 
lead among NBA steals leaders. 
Many Conlon. another career 
benchwarmer. deserves notice 
for the work he"s doing with the 
Milwaukee Bucks. Rodney 
Rogers of the Denver Nuggets 
is already ahead in the running 
for most improved. while the 
Cleveland Cavaliers· Tyrone 
Hill is on the ballot. 
Disappointing team: They 
lost to the Kings. they lost to the 
Nets. the Boston Celtics 
dropped them by 27. Somebody 
had better tell the Seattle 
Supersonics the playoffs are 
over and the regular st"nson ha~ 
begun. 
Disappointing player: 
D-:nnis Rodman. we hardly 
knew ye. 
December team to watch: 
The Suns are a few healthy 
Dream Teamers away from a 
nice, lengthy winning streak. 
Charles Barkley is feeling beuer 
after being treated for his 
stomach and groin problems by 
a practitioner of Chi!lese 
medicine. The seriousness of 
Kevin Johnson's knee problems 
is the Suns· only worry. 
December player to watch: 
Pervis "Out of Service" Ellison, 
who hasn't been sighted since 
he left Louisville. is supposed to 
be activated soon by the Celtics. 
The Celtics have played at 
least three regular-season games 
in Hanford. Conn., since 1974-
75, but their contract ends after 
the season and it may 11ot be 
renewed. 
Reasons? The Celtics played 
the games to keep a hold on the 
central Connecticut market But 
Knicks games have been 
televised there for the past few 
seasor.s. 
Plus. the Celtics may find ii 
more lucrative to play all 41 
home games in the new 
Shawmut Center. 
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Heyne honored for grades 
Hard work on, off court puts spiker on GTE All-District team 
By Sean Walker 
Staff Reporter 
For the second consecutive 
season, Saluki volleyball 1994 
captain Deb Heyne ha~ been named 
10 the District V GTE academic 
All-District Team. The District V 
award qualifies Heyne. who was 
also named 10 the All-Missouri 
Valley Conference Academic Team 
earlier this season. for the national 
competition for the Academic All-
American team. 
Heyne, a senior at SIUC in 
physiology. posted a 3.54 grade 
point average. while leading the 
Salukis in kills and digs with 3.70 
kills per game and 2.75 digs per 
game averages this season. 
"I think it is a great honor to be 
recognized for my academics as 
well as my volleyball per-
formance," Heyne said. "When 
you enter college into an athletic 
program, you accept a great time 
commitlment that carries on to 
academics. 
"I spent a lot of time studying." 
Saluki head coach Sonya Locke 
said Heyne's work on and off the 
court paid off this year. and Heyne 
deserves to be rewa.--ded 
"I think it shows some con-
sistancy to get good grades and 
Penn's Paterno 
hypes up team 
for Rose Bowl 
By Bob Oates 
Los Angeles Times 
PASADENA. Calif.-Another 
month of Rose Bowl fun and 
nonsense began Wednesday in 
Pa,;adena. where Joe Paterno. coach · 
of the undefeated Penn State 
football team. acknowledged that he 
is a Nebra~ka fan. 
But ! think next year would be 
better for Nebraska." he said. 
All the talk about the No. I 
Cornhuskers and Paterno's No. 2 
Nittany Lions hasn't discouraged 
Oregon Coach Rich Brooks. who 
will line up the ninth-ranked Ducks 
against Penn State on Jan. 2. 
··we didn"t get here by playing 
bad football," said Brooks. whose 
tean·. after starting 1-2. reached 3-3 
al midseasoo. then got here by 
winning its la~t six. 
His goal. Brooks said, is not 10 
knock Penn State out of a possible 
national championship. Coaches 
who start 1-2 don't have much use 
for the polls. 
"Our goal is to win the Rose 
Bowl." said Brooks, who has been 
a! Oregon for I 8 years. 
The coaches of the 81 st game met 
reponers for first time together in 
Pasadena. 
"I never dreamed it would take 18 
years to get here," Brooks, 53, said. 
Paterno. 67, said: "If I'd had to 
wait 18 years to get here. I'd have 
been 84 years old. 
"I'm going to try lo (coach) 
another five years." 
TI>J~ in a sense is his Rose Bowl, 
win or lose, after 45 seasons at Penn 
Stale, where he began as a 22-year-
old coaching assistant. Head coach 
for 29 years, Paterno has been 
teaching Nittaoy Lions through the 
administrations of 10 U.S. 
presidents. 
With 15 bowl-game victories, he 
is tied with Bear Bryant for No. I. 
He is 11-4 in the other big bowls, 
Orange, Cotton, Sugar and Fiesta. 
But he is 0-0 at the Rose Bowl. 
Penn State had to push its way 
into the Big Ten to get this chance, 
and that was a happy Paterno 
development, for which he 
play well," 
Locke said. 
"She deserves 
the award, 
becasue she 
works that 
hard. 
"I think she 
works so hard 
that if she 
doesn't get 
where she 
wants to be, 
Heyne 
it's not because she didn't try." 
On SIUC's career all-time lists, 
Heyne is No. 3 in kills with 1163. 
No. 5 in attack percentage with a 
.267 average, No. 6 in digs with 
825 and is No. 8 in block assists 
with 191. 
Heyne said she accomplished her 
own goals. but not the one she 
really wanted. 
"As for my personnal accom-
plishments. I reached my goals.'' 
she said. "But I will never 
accomplish the or.e team goal I 
have had for four years. and that 
was to play in a (MYC or NCAA) 
tournament. 
"Even since high school. I have 
always been one or two games 
short of number one. and I wanted 
to change that here, but we fell 
short." 
Heyne said things will be 
different without volleyball in her 
life at SIUC now and one semester 
to go before she graduates, but she 
hopes next year's team goes farther 
than this year. 
"The rest of the team this year 
gets another chance at a tournament 
next year. and rm jealous of that, 
but my time has come to an end," 
she said. ''I'm going to miss 
volleyball, because it wa~ a big part 
ofmy life. 
"It will be hard to let go of. but 
now I have the time to decide what 
to do next year." 
Hevoe was one of the seven 
playe;, chosen to the team. Two 
players named from Ball State 
included senior outside hitter 
Rhonda Gardemann. who also 
received this award for the second 
consecutive· season. and sopho-
more outside hitter Mindy 
Stanley. 
Purdue added sophomore ouL~ide 
hitter Kelli Kerkoff and sophomore 
middle blocker Brooke White to 
the team. 
Alison Krumbein. a senior 
outside hitter from Northwestern. 
and Tricia Hardke. a senior 
middle blocker from Valparaiso, 
joined Hyen and the other to make 
up the remaining first-teamers. 
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"Penn State needed a conference 
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College football's 'strange' .$88SOn 
By Ivan Maisel 
The Sporting News 
Surely there have been stranger 
seasons, but the college football 
season drawing to a close this week 
seems to have had a run on 
peculiarity. 
Consider: Colorado produced a 
shocking victory and a shocking 
loss - Coach Bill McCartney -
in the same season. 
Nebraska went lhrough four 
quanerbacks and remained No. I. 
Alabama, with all its tradition. is 
undefeated and nowhere close to · 
winning a national championship. 
The teams in the Rose Bowl, 
judging from the last 35 years. 
don't belong there. The rules barred 
Penn State until the Nittany Lions 
joined the Big Ten and the 
competition barred Oregon. 
Texas Tech is going to the Cotton 
Bowl. 
Colorado State won the Western 
Athletic Conference. 
Auburn returns three 
inten=ptions for touchdowns in the 
rounh quarter against Louisiana 
State and 1hr Tigers never recover. 
And those are merely !he 
headlines. H,;re's a capsule review 
ofthe 1994season: 
Heisman Ballot 
1. Rashaan Salaam, Coiorado: 
Why is there a discussion? Salaam 
is the founh rusher to gain 2,000 
yard.~ in a season in Division I-A. 
2. Warren Sapp, Miami: The 
most dominant defensive lineman 
in several years. He can single-
handedly change the course of a 
game. 
3. Steve McNair, Alcorn State: 
Never has such an "unheralded" 
player from Division I-AA been the 
subject of so much publicity. 
Funny thing is, he earned iL 
Coach of the Year 
1. Rich Brooks, Oregon: The 
Ducks didn't beat a Division I-A 
team until the founh game of the 
season. But they won eight or the 
last nine to reach the Rose Bowl for 
the first time since the Eisenhower 
Administration. Brooks quietly has 
kept the Ducks anoat in a 
conference filled with bigger stale 
universities. Now Oregon is 
champion of the Quack- JO. 
2. Fred Goldsmith, Duke: Duke 
is 8-3 and hell hasn't frozen over. 
The Blue Devils are two one-point, 
season-ending losses from finishing 
10-1. With Wisconsin, last year's 
Cinderella, as the likely opponent 
in the Hall of Fame Bowl, it's the 
battle for the Glass Slipper. 
TEST, from page 20----
played, so how can you say we're a 
good team or a bad team if we 
don't know yet. he said 
"Right now we really don't know 
how good we are. We've got 
capabilities of being real good, but 
we're not there ycL We've got a lot 
of hard work ahead" 
SIUC will have its hands full 
with Old Dominion's front line, 
which includes 6-9, 260-pound 
center Odell Hodge, who was 
named to the All-Colonial 
Tournament team last year. 
Hodge averaged over 19 points 
and nine rebounds per game in •94 
and became the first Colonial 
league player since Navy's David 
Robinson to be named the CAA 
player of the year as a sophomore. 
Petey Sessoms, a 6-7 senior 
forward for ODU, was also All-
CAA last year, which gives 
Monarch first-year head roach Jeff 
STRATEGY, 
from page 20 
scoring 26 points and 14 rebounds 
in the Illini victory. 
SIUC had trouble shooting 
hilling on only 38 percent of its 
shots and 54 percent of their free 
throws, while lllinois hit 47 percent 
from the field and 70 percent from 
the line. 
At 0-2, the Salukis are looking 
for their first win in the home 
opener on Saturday against 
Tennessee Tech. 
The Golden Eaglettes have 
beaten the Salukis two years in .1 
row by a combined total of three 
points. SIUC leads the overall 
series 4-3. 
"This has been a really 
competitive rivalry over the last 
few years and the games have been 
exciting," Scott said. "We need a 
win not only for our record but lo 
build confidence in our players," 
she said 
Tennessee Tech returns four 
starters fn,,;, a 17-13 campaign last 
sea.wn. 
''1 hey "{Tennessee Tech) play a 
zone, which could give us some 
problems," she said. 
"They also play sound interior 
defense and have good perimeter 
players," Scott said. ''lbis is a real 
sound ballclub all the way 
around." 
Scott said the Salukis will have 
10 shoot at a higher percentage and 
be more ~11'.ctive with the shots to 
win the game. 
"Our shot selection has been 
poor, so its very important for us to 
stay under control and take better 
shots," Scott said. "We've been 
heller skeller all year, which is what 
we wa.'lted, but it has really hun us 
early, so were going hack to what is 
more familiar to us." 
Capel plenty to brag about when it 
comes to his frontcourL 
"If Mario Mullen is healthy and 
in the lineup with All-CAA players 
Odell Hodge and Petey Sessoms, 
we have a front line that can hold 
its own with about anyone," Capel 
said 
Saluki fans can also look forward 
to seeing ODU swingman Mike 
Jones (6-5, 190), who pumped in 
over 14 points a game last season 
and was the CAA Tournaments 
most valuable player. 
Regardless of the individual 
talent ODU boasts, Carr said 
the team prepared for the 
Monarchs like they would any 
other team. 
"You can't really put too much 
empha.~is on one game." he said. 
"It's a big game, but then again 
Monday night Saint Louis will be 
another big game. That (SLU 
game) might be even bigger than 
the Old Dominion game because 
it's a big rivalry. 
"Ya, they're (ODU) top-25, I 
think, but that doesn't matter, we 
just gotta come out and play. That's 
the bottom line." 
From top to bottom, Herrin said 
this is the most competitive 
schedule his team has faced since 
he took over the SIUC program in 
1984. 
'"This is the best schedule we've 
had in the ten years I've been 
here," he said. "I've always said 
this would be a good basketball 
team. but I didn't say we'd win 
every ballgame. I've never said 
that. 
"We'll win our share of 
basketball games. One game 
doesn't make or break you." 
Saturday's tipoff is slated for 
8:05. 
PELANT, from page 20-
.. ,n the summer of 1993, I was won't crush me." 
pan of the first Junior National After his days at SIUC arc 
team to leave North America to over, Pelant said he will pursue 
compete," he said "We went to an acting career. 
Paris, and it wa.~ one of the best "I'm a theater major, and I'd 
eJtperiences I've ever had. It really like to become an actor. 
was interesting because it wa.~ a That's my first love," he said. 
totallydifferentculture." 'Td love to become good 
Unlike teammates Melanie enough to do movies that are 
Davis and Rob Siracusano, seen internationally and to keep 
Pelant said the words "Olympic challenging myself to do 
hopeful" aren't at the top of his something new all the time. 
list of goals. "I know it sounds cliche, but 
"The immediate goal is 10 I'd like to eventually get into 
qualify for the NCAAs," he said. directing and writing as well." 
"If I don't get there this year, I'll Pelant said he'll be a good 
at least get really close and get actor, because there are a lot of 
there neJtt year. similarities between acting and 
"As for the Olympics, I've swimming. 
kind of side-stepped it for a "There is a lot of 
couple of years, but I feel that competitiveness in both, and I 
now I'm back on track. I thank love pressure and competing," 
Rick Walker and SIU for that. he said. "They're both very 
I'm looking to make it to the individualistic. but team 
Olympic Trials. If I do make it. oriented. If you don't do your 
I'll be ecstatic, but if not, it pan, the team will suffer." 
Athletic & Outdoor Footwear 
Nike Reebok 
Aslcs New Balance 
Avia Timberland 
Saucony Airwalk 
Rockport Umbro 
Adidas Champion 
Converse 
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On the 4th Day of Christmas 
University Bookstore gives ·to 
you 15% off BlankBooks,Boxed 
Christmas Cards, Calendars 
and Christmas 
Books. 
Hours: llofl.Frt •s:30 
Sat.12-5 
Phone: 531-3321 
~ 
MJ 
--
Trust the best at UPS. 
Number one in the world. The only 
one in Southern Illinois. For holiday 
or semester's end shipping, don't 
settle for less than the best. 
• IUJLBCIXESETC: 
MURDALE SHOPPING CENTER• 529-MAIL 
Over 2,500 locations worldwidc--loeall owned&. tcd 
Sizes to 16, 2A.B.D, 2E, 4E 
Vlid~~~ll.1994 
Off• vlfd w!c:oupon odf. 
106 S. Illinois • Carbondale 
Across From Old Train Depot 
Hours Mon•Frl 10·8 Sal 9·8 Sun 12·8 
529·3097 or Out-ol•town 1 ·800-525-3097 
[ji] :IC Iii) 
Tip off is at 6:05 p.m. on 
Saturday at the Arena. 
Good for sfo oH sate pricer on sh04t parchas• of $50 or more per pair.· Offff'ends lZ-11~1994. 
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SIUC faces top-25 ODU Saluki men's swimmer 
basks in early success Team expects to be tested 
By Grant Deady 
Sports Editor 
Their backs are not to the wall and no one is ready to hit the 
panic button only two games into the season, but the Salulci 
men's basketball team is definitely in need of a win. 
SIUC is fresh off weathering a tropical storm in Hawaii, 
where the Dawgs got throttled by Seton Hall and escaped St 
Bonaventure by two points to open the season 1-1. 
"!=fight now we really don't 
kndw'how good we are. 
We've got capabilities of 
being real good, but we're 
not there yet. We've got a 
lot of hard work ahead." 
-Chris Carr 
Next up is a Saturday night showdown al the Arena with 
Old Dominion: a team lh:u has already received votes to be 
among the nation's top-25 Division I teams. 
Saluki head coach Rich Herrin said he's aware of ODU's 
talent lhi~ year and ha.~ warned his players acconlingly. 
"I told them (players) they're (ODU) good. They're big and 
powerful:· he said. "They beat South Carolina by 14 last 
Monday night and they got beat by three from Virginia, but 
this is probably good for us." 
And as if playing Old Dominion wasn't enough this 
weekend, a highly touted St. Louis team comes to the Arena 
on Monday night. 
Saluki forwanl Chris Carr said it's hanl to judge a team this 
early in the year. but SIUC has the potential to play with 
anyone. 
By Chris Clark 
Staff Reporter 
ln only his first season at SlUC, men's swimmer Chris 
Pelant has already become a leader for coach Rick 
Walker's young squad. 
Pelant, a sophomore transfer from Indian River 
Community College (Fla.), has been among the top three 
individual finishers eight times in only four meets this 
season. 
Despite his early success, though. Pclant almost did not 
come tc SlUC. He credits Walker with opening his eyes 
lo becoming a Saluki. 
"I had never heard of Southern Illinois Univmity before 
Rick (Walker) recruited me." Pclant said. "Rick had gone 
to school at Indian River, so that wa, his connection to the 
school. After making recruiting trips to other schools, I 
decided lo come to SIU because of Rick." 
Pelant said he is happy with his early performances. 
"I didn't know what places I would get when I first got 
here," he said. "I'm pleasantly surprised with the limes 
I've got w far. Some have been fa.~ter than I swam la.~! 
year." 
Pclant began his competitive swimming career at the 
age of six. but just like his decision to come to SIUC. it 
almost never happened. 
When he was five years old, Pclant had surgery to 
reposition his anklt:s and wa.~ cunfineo 10 a wheelchair. 
Part of his rehabilitation includL-d using a swimming pool. 
but tie had a fear of water. 
"It wa.~ hanl, but when! learned it (water) wouldn't kill 
me, I started to have fun," Pelant said. "My mom put me 
on a swim team when I wa.\ six. but I didn't start getting 
good until I was about nine." 
Since then, Pelant ha.~ gone on to set Adolfo Camarillo 
High School and California stale swimming records a.~ 
well as being a member of Indian River's 20th Junior 
College; National Championship team a.~ a freshman la.~1 
~ ..JSOn. 
Staff Photo by Michael J. Detlstl 
Salukl guard Amlnu Timberlake prepares 
Thursday afternoon for the match-up against 
Old Dominion Saturday night at the Arena. 
"You've got to consider a lot c• things. You"ve got to 
consider how good are the teams you're playing against and 
ba.~ically we know nothing about them because nobody has 
see TEST, page 19 
Of all his achievements, how.:ver, Pelant said his N:SI 
days ai, .. ~wimmer cJme in his first international event. 
see PELANT, page 19 
Women's hoops goes 'back to basics' after loss 
By Doug Durso falli.-~ behind Illinois eight 10 one as the Salukis would get a.~ Illinois said. "We're doing some new all the time." 
Sllnior Reporter and were down by a.~ many a.~ 12 went on an 8-0 run. The Illini things that we have not adjusted to Carri Hassell led the Salukis 
It wa.~ J.11 up-and-down game for 
the SIUC women's basketball team 
againM Illinois Wednesday. 
unfortunately there were more 
downs than ups a.~ the Salukis lost 
to the Illini 87-70 in Champaign. 
The Salukis started off slow 
points, before making a furious extended their lead to 15 with 8:59 yet. so we're going back to basics." with 15 points and five steals. 
comeback. The sqaud look an 11- left in the game and went on to win Scott said she wants to go back Heather Slater and Nikki Gilmore 
ooint deficil down to one in a 1:38 by 17. to a more controlled game plan, chipped in with 13 points apiece 
::pan in the first half and SIUC SIUC women's ba.~ketball coach but the team will still put pressure while Angenctte Sumrall led SIUC 
only trailed 42-39 at halftime. Cin•ly Scott said the team has not on the opposition. with nine r.:boumis. 
SIUC cut the Illini lead down to adapted to the system. "We"re going to be more Anita Clinton paced Illinois 
one in the first minute of the "We"re not playing very well selective now," she said. "We are 
second half. but that wa.~ a.~ close right now and that's my fault." she still going to run and press, but not see STRATEGY, page 19 
Upset Special: ~ 
by Jennifer Ronen, Doily Egyr.~nr. 
